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New York, Oct. 2:5, 1912, via Olrieauo, 111.
Now Mexico.
Miguel Otero, Santa
I have just returned from Oyster Bay, where lies the greatest living American sorely wounded. We believe he will have
sufficiently recovered to deliver his great message to the
American people at Madison Square Garden October til'lli.
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Havana, Oct. 25. A brisk battle
between conservatives mid liberals;
during which several hundred shots
wore fired and forty people wounded,
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began to disperse anil the fusillade
and to our cause, prints the biggest test vote poll yet. taken in became general, extending across the
Mew York City and shows Roosevelt in tiie lead, "Wilson second, park and down the t'rado. For ten
firing was brisk. Strong
with Taft and Debs running a hot race for fourth place. It is minutesof the
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op charged repeatedly with drawn macertainly conceded by impartial observers
to know that in states like New York, Michigan, Min- - chetes, and firms revolvers. The
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task, its forts
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favorinu' success for our candidate. Throughout
Felix Diaz were shot by the federal tributed by Diaz among the lnhahi-- I
stage of the war waged by the Balan
North Carolina, ing returned from the balconies of the troops at half past ten last evening Units are being searched for by the
kan states against Turkey by the
of
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club by the supporters of General Asand the
sentenced to death by sum-- j police.
alter
capture of
The Bulgarians, captured
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court martial. J ho execution
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ticket. The final result is now hanging
with absolute secrecy. stration in favor of the .Mexican gov- Progressive
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Their allies, Montenegro and Servia, guns,
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votes to each precinct on November bUi Here occurred .the rest of the figlil- - Their names were Major Karate and einment was held last evening when a
are now working desperately to do number of. prisoners
of war have not ance. Five additional
Several policemen and soldiers Major Cuesta.
It ing.
their share by overcoming the Turk- Jet been given out.
large number of people paraded the
will assure triumphant election of Koosevelt and .Johnson.
were
shot.
Several shots struck the
The court martial began its sessions streets waving banners and shouting:
ish posts.
Even after the fire of the Bulgarof
the
individual soldier in our great Progressive army
American club opposite the Asbert at 5 o'clock in the evening and iis! Hurrah for the
government. Death
Sofia, Oct, 25. "If the powers sin ians finally overcame
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vow on until club, Reinforcements of police, rural judgments must be delivered and the! to Diaz!"
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Balkans,
pacify
fierce fighting took place in the streets
cerely
VI
and soldiers arrived and the verdicts put into effect within
detachment of mounted police
peace can soon be obtained," said 0 the town, into which the Bulgarians the polls close Oil November 5tll We will hang qui' PlT.gl'essivo guardswhich was thou
mob,
composed of ad-- ! hours from the time of meeting.
in close touch with the demon- kent
Fremier uoucnorr oi mugaria in an in- affected their entry from the lower) i,al)m.vs
March
at
Washington,
herents of both parties, was driven
Major Fernando Zarate and Major stl.atora an(1 no disoraer occurred.
lip 0n the Dome of the Capitol
terview this morning. He continued: part, said a special dispatch from
JOSEPH M. HIXON,
from the park and gradually dis- .lunun villas are pieaiimg on oenaiij A writ removing General Felix Diaz,
"The best friends of Turkey now are Stara Zegora today. The battle was 4th.
Afterwards the park was oc- of Diaz, who, according to military the rebel leader from the jurisdiction
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persed
National
Chairman
Progressive
those that advise her not to prolong waged from street to street and every
cupied by a strong foice of cavalry law, is liable to imprisonment lor of the military court, was granted late
the hopeless struggle. The sooner foot of the ground was contested.
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be for them and for humanity.
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cluded two women, was about forty
ROOSEVELT GOES TO WORK.
was taken on the plea of Lieutenant
"Friends of mankind must depre- - "strategetical retirement," a phrase
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cf which several were fatally hurt.
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Colonel Munoz, a cousin of Felix Diaz,
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N Roosevelt today took up the ac- Immediately after the firing had and government officials who joined! Tlle 11,11 court wiU
whether
The Russian retreat in Manchuria.
war is one of extermination.
ceased the police raided the Asbert his cause
They still have a big army at Ad- five work of the campaign for the
DiaS! is to 1,u returned to the juris
were captured.
Balkan states have no intention of exand
Conrianople and along the line to
club, searched for weapons, and ar
first time since he was shot,
The troops, however, who rebelled diction of the military court or tried
terminating the Turkish people.
rested several members.
stantinople and if, as the Bulgarians
13 days
John MeOrath,
ago.
BMW
in all likelihood, not be punished, before a civil tribunal.
"The significance of the fall of the say,
will,
only 50,000 Asiatic troops have
his secretary, came from New
Government officials insist that Diaz
Felix Diaz is to be brought before
Turkish stronghold of
so far reached the theatre of war, the
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lies in the fact that the Turk3 had Turks have strong reinforcements
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nel Roosevelt had breakfast he
Some of the volunteers who joined "aer lnu constitutional provision
gathered there the best troops in coming up.
began his work. He dictated sevbelonged to the leading families lating to civilians who incite the army
their army and their best generals.
A dispatch from Lloyds from Burgas
letters to progressive lead- Bingham, Utah, Oct, 25. In fierce of the citv. Those of them who m:tv to revolt.
eral
If they have failed to hold this the Bulgarian port on the Black Spa,
fighting between deputy sheriffs and be captured will be sentenced to short
ers, then took up the preparation
Juarez, Mex., Oct. 25. Permission
stronghold they will scarcely be ablo says the Turkish fleet is blockading
of the speech which he expects
UNLESS NEW TRIAL IS SECURED OR Cretan strike pickets, which marked terms of imprisonment, but many of to pasB more Mexican troops through
the
resist
further
south."
to
bay.
the resumption of work at the United them have escaped to the country.
to aenver in New York next X
the United States will soon be
Constantinople, Oct. 25. Storie3 of
London, Oct. 25. A Turkish army
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week.
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22,000 men,
by
Colonel Roosevelt was in prom- - X
morning, Leroy J. Tldwell, a deputy navy, called last evening on General ( rul commander here, said today that
LIEUTENANT
WILL
POLICE
tween the Bulgarians and the Turks Bey, is faced with the alternative of
COURT,
sheriff, was shot in the breast, sus- Iloltran, the federal commander in he has requested that several hunising trim physically, although he St
are told in newspaper dispatches unconditional surrender or useless
work
as
much
to
was
able
do
not
taining a serious flesh wound, and chief, who received him coldly, tell- dred Yaqul Indians be sent to Juarez
ELECTROCUTED.
BE
reaching here from Adrianople. Great slaughter near the town of Servia, ac- also in the right wrist. Two Greeks ing him that he did not adopt a de- from XopaleB, Mexico, by way of
He has not over- - St
wished.
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to
armies
were
both
a special dispatch from
sustained by
losses
cording
whom Tidwell was taking to work, finite attitude during the Diaz revoluArizona, and El Paso, Texas.
come the effects of the nervous X
in the battles around that city on Athens.
The Turkish troops are
New York, Oct. 25. Twelve men also were shot. One, Harry Spendon, tion.
which he suffer- from
is reported that the com- The Yaquis will be used to pursue ilie
exhaustion
It
Tuesday and Wednesday. Bayonets hedged on the east by high cliffs and
ed after spending a week hi bed Si who refused today to. Uiscuss their de- received a wound in the abdomen, modore also is to be court martialed. rebels about Juarez.
'were uSed freely fn the fight for uhe on" the, wet by the torrents of the
Inez Salazar, the rebel general, who
two
minutes
returned
at
which it is believed will prove fatal.
Dr.
liberations
The garrison of Vera Cruz consists
Dr.
in Chicago.
Lambert,
possession of the- banks of the Tunil River Aliakmen, the fords of which
A. Blake and Dr. George St after 12 o'clock this morning a ver- The other, John Hogadakis, was hit of 2,500 men of all branches of the recently threatene dto attack Juarez,
Joseph
It is
Ja river and hundreds were killed or are held by Greek Highlanders.
The city is perfectly quiet has withdrawn to the south.
X Brewer are expected from New S dict of first degree murder against in the right wrist by a striker's bullet. service.
On the south and southwest, too,
reinforcements
wounded.
In the fusilade that followed, Fred ai'd business generally has been re- - said ho is expecting
York this afternoon to dress the Si Police Lieutenant. Charles Becker, the
is a Greek army flushed with
both from Sonora, to the west, and
Si first of seven men to be tried for the Harmon, foreman of the United States sumed.
wound.
Eight battalions of Bulgarian troops there
orwas
that attacked the village of Maras victory.
General Beltran, the federal corn- by expeditions said to have been EI
murder of Herman '. Rosenthal. On Mining
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tramway,
After their defeat on Wednesday the
- f.iander, has been informed that Diaz ganized in the United States at
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bulCourt
Oct.
30,
leg
by
Supreme
yesterday, were repulsed by the Turk- Turks
glancing
Wednesday,
threw away their rifles, great
William H. Justice Goff will fix the time for the let, Dozens of bullets from the rifles ;ard the other rebel officers captured Paso and other points on the border.
ish troops with heavy losses.
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Laredo, Texas, Oct. 25. Harry H.
of
the pickets fell at the feet of R. S. jure to be treated strictly according
The Turks have 150,000 of their fin- their flight Riza Bey and i us officers; Hotchkiss and Frank A. Munsey were prisoner's death in the electric chair.
an American newspaper correDunn,
of Co,one, Roosevelt at ,uncn Exhausted by the ordeal of the trial Miller, captain of a detachment of to tile military code. It is reported
est troops on the line from
and C. S. F. Caristi, said
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to Adrianople, which latter save the
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to be an agent of Felix Diaz, arrived
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if
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that
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toUnited
the
mine
States
office when brought
message,
the defense, nevertheless began
city is garrisoned by 60,000 men. Still the dispatch adds, can only be a mat- working on his Madison Square
orders are carried out they mean that here today under charge of four Mexday the preliminary steps looking to the firing opened.
another 60,000 men guard the line ter of a few hours. A Sofia dispatch den speech.
Sixteen guards rushed to the scene Diaz and his comrades will be execu- ican secret service men, having been
WILSON BACK ON STUMP.
an appeal and a stay of execution for
from Adrianople back to Lule Bergas.
Mukhtar Pasha, son of the
that
expelled from Mexico by operation of
says
as
Tidwell
r,
fell, and immediately ted.
Princeton. N. J., Oct. 25. Gov. his client. The case will be fought
Abdullah Pasha, the commander in Grand Vizier, who commanded the
perwhich affects
article
When
was
Diaz
was
he
captured
wnniimw vvilann will resume next to the court of appeals, and Becker opened fire on the Cretans, who fled
chief of the Turkish forces, some fortress of
was
from lynching by the in- nicious foreigners.
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A
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150
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of
i
mounted
in
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the
express-his
cell
Tombs,
time ago declared that the troops at ed by the Bulgarians, as well as "pi.. Monday in Philadelphia his speaking pacing
Both men said they were arrested
furiated populace.
neaviiy armed, is now scour- his disposal were sufficient, and since Halim and several generals.
campaign which was interrupted when es hope of the outcome. At the samel deputies,
in
Mexico City
without warrants.
Governor
has
Chazaro
Lagos
s
hills for the pickets. The
then the great stream of troops have London, Oct. 25. Reports are cur Colonel Roosevelt was shot. The time he denounces what he styles the '"9 the
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mine
to
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Goff
go
of
Justice
partiality
been directed toward Saloniki.
state is quiet except at Tuxpam where home on the pretext that the inspecrent here of serious trouble in Crete. governor said today that the colonel's
Communication with Adrianople is The Greek government has annouue- - recovery seemed so certain that he his charge to the jury and his con- - work at th "line was the sign for at- 200 followers of Diaz still hold out. tor general of police wished to imbv
en-tack
the Cretans, who were
still working normally and no serious ed the appointment of former Prem-- ! was now arranging aaies tor me r duct of the trial.
Government troops have been sent to part information to him. He deMrs. Becker, who fainted in the cor- trenched in the hills, across the gulch fight them.
attack on the defenses of that town
clares he was placed in jail without
Stephen Dragoumis as governor mainder of the campaign.
minefrom
tne
fired
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"
They
ridors of the criminal court building
Colonel Tapia, chief of the federal
is yet reported to the Turkish com- general of the island,, which is iu deof his family and permis- knowledge
before
they retreated,
when a breathless messenger sprint-- volleys
MARCOS C. DE BACA,
will leave tonight for the slon to see his wife was denied; that
fiance of the arrangements of the Ed-- j
mander..
regulars,
Sheriff Joseph C. Sharp rushed to northern
e
most ropean powers. Dragoumis is said to: Marcos C. de Baca, progressive
ing for a telephone shouted "Guilty",
part of the state to oppose she came to the jail and asked for
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dozen deputy General Higinio
is under the care of relatives at her the scene wltn "a"
arrived in Crete to take up his didate for congress stands for
of them Christians, are being brought
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Salt
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home in the Bronx.
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tionary leader, marching south from that he heard her voice and shouted.
to Constantinople by train
telegrams esty in politics and business.
Like her husband, she never dream-- take charge of the search for the Pueblo. Colonel Diaz Ordaz, the fed On
Marcos C. de Baca, progressive can- On the other side of the peninsula received today from Crete refer to aj
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victors in the great battle are now corporations at the time of the fail- pleted the taking of testimony here. Davidson was sane.
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CERTAINLY

The Little Store

STOMACH

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

TUCUMCARI
KEPT BUSY

EiOS

CARDUI

WORKED

L!KEA

MISERY

25, 1912.

"YOU CAN'T BEAT THE COLES"

CHARM

Tucumeari, N. M., Oct. 25 Rev. A.
Heater on the Market.
Tlie;Original and Only Absolutely
N".
Kvans, who last year was the pastor
Failed
After
to
of
Help,
Methodist
Operation
Park
church,
Highland
WE HAVE THE
HOME.
at El Paso, was at the recent conferCardui Worked Like a Charm.
Pape's Diapepsn" Relieves ence
9
appointed to Tucumeari for the
A Money andFuel Saver
PINTS AND QUARTS
Your Indigestion Id
coming year. He and his wife and litJonesville, S. C. "I suffered with
Five Minutes.
tle girl arrived in Tucumeari Monday womanly trouble," writes Mrs. J. S.
Holds Fire for 36 Hours
night. They were met at the train Kendrick, In a letter from this place,
Without Attention. Now
and
a
church
the
from
by
delegation
"and at times, I could not bear to stand
Sour, gassy, upset stomach, indibes-- ' escorted
to the parHonage where the on my 'feet. The doctor said I would
is the time to call and
when
the
tion. heartburn, dyspepsia;
waitEXTRA CAPS.
never bs any better, and that I would
food you cat ferments Into gaBes and ladies of the church had supper
Mjce
four Selection
stubborn lumps; your head aches and ing for them. Rev, Evans has been at have to have an operation, or I would
e
while
our
stock is
has
and
two
years
have a cancer.
you feel nick and miserable, that's Highland park for
TuWe
in a
sizes.
when you realize the magic in' Pape's done a fine work. The church at
I went to the hospital, and they opermemwill take pleasure in
DlapepHin. It makes such misery cumeari has over two hundred
ated on me, but I got no better. They
ot
one
a
and
fine
school
bers,
Sunday
vanish In five minutes.
do me no good,
said
would
medicines
Demonstrating to you
New
If your stomach is in a continuous the best church buildings in the
and I thought I would have to die.
the advantajfssto be had
evolt If you can't get it regulated, Mexico conference.
At last I tried Cardui, and began to
.
The board of directors of the Tuin Purchasing a Coles.
please, for your own sake, try Diapep-sinSouthern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
so I continued using it. Now,
Improve,
an
so needless to have a bad cumeari Irrigation company held
It's
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
stomach make your next meal a important meeting this week. It is I am well, and c:.:i do my own work.
BUY A COLES HEATER
fuvorite food meal, then take a lit- reported that they are about to close I don't feel any r:..as.
Cardui worked i:'.:e a charm."
tle Diapepsin. There will not he any a deal with a northern firm to do the
YOU'LL BE GLAD
AND
FOR HARD COAL
in thia purely
There must be
distress eat without fear. It"s be- - construction work on the large dam
FOR SOFT COAL
cause Pape's Diapepsin "really does" that will be located about twelve miles vegetable, tonic r.v.edy, for women
Mica doors are extra larpe lilted in reColes original down draft. This Is the
Ktove for the home, the office aiid all
stomachs west of Tucumeari. This project will Cardui for It has been In successful
cessed grooves, perfect fit.
regulate weak,
publie places. It requires little or no
For those who enjoy the Ulowing buy
that gives it it's millions of sales au-- i place about 25,000 acres under water, use for mora than 50 years, for the
attention and Is known to be the ruost
and economical of all stoves.
the
serviceable
"Radiant".
mially.
and the soil is of a very rich sandy treatment of wonicly weakness and
case of Papers loam and will
Get a large fifty-cen- t
produce abundant crops. disease.
WOOD -- DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
Diapepsin from any drug store.
Itj A suit was Instituted
Monday
Please try it, for your troubles.
M.4 the
relief;
stomach
sureBt
quickest,
the promoters of the oil well N.B. Write In: Lsdies' AJvlsory Dept. Oia"- Phone 14. If Its Hardware We Have It. Phone 14.
'and cure known. It acts almost like against
Co., ChattaRiKma. Tenn.. for SprruU
in the "bad lands" east of the city. room Medicine and
book "Home Treatawn
magic it is a scientific, harmless and The suit, it is said, is only for a small fnjtntnitirtl,
'
lor Women. tent to plain wrapper, on reautsb
pleasant preparation which truly fie- amount, and as soon as it is settled,
Sola Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
in
home.
every
longs
work will he resumed on the well.
UNCOVERS OLD FRESCOES.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
ALFALFA SEED.
The well is now down over 1400 feet,
2000
least
will
at
the
and
go
promoters
HANDS
HOLT
Cam-lion- s
Florence, Oct.
feet. It is claimed that the indica- The only exclusive g rain house in Santa Fe
in
OUT SOME
is
who
engineering
engaged
for oil are excellent.
'York subway, is
FINE BOUQUETS The Rock Island railway has com- - work on the theNewrestoration
of the
menced work on a deep well at Glen supervising
Maria
Novella,
of
Santa
church
bePhone Black
Kio, which is located on the line
(From Deming Graphic).
He has made an interesting discov-mile- s
tlic tween New Mexico and Texas, forty!
A very important meeting ot'
45
Frescoes
Tu-- i ery in the Ruccllai chapel.
on
the
of
Tucumeari
east
business, professional and agriculturwhile
and
sides
on
both
were
found
The
al Interests of Deming and vicinity, ctimarl and Memphis line.
there has been no decision on the
to
as
much
has
of
spend
company
agreed
A.
chairman
with Hugh
Williams,
Sin fioo nn the nrniect. and Cantain identity of the artist as yet the date
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHthe state corporation commission,
ascribed to the end
M. S. (irooves, commissioner, and B. Hart Keeves has been employed to of the frescoes 'i
ODS, Electricity plays a most importhe drilling. Captain of the thirteenth century.
F, Seggerson, expert rate man, was superintend
The subjects of the frescoes so far
tant part. The grandfather would
held at the chamber of commerce, Heeves, with Bome representatives of
are the massacre of the inno- Saturday noon, and it is safe to say the government, have for some time revealed
be amazed at the radiance of the modthat no more important or interesting been making surveys of the country cents an the cruclflcation.
ern
meeting has ever been held in the and claim that the waters of the
homeand why all this light? To
KANSAS FOOTPADS GOT $165..
chamber.
Canadian river which sink about the
make the home more homelike to make
President H. 11. Kelly called the town of Logan, have formed a large
Kansas City, Oct. 25. Two holdup
big meeting to order and requested artesian belt east of Bard City and men, two revolvers and the loss of
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
Chairman Williams to state the ob-- north of the Cap Rock, and It is with $105, his collections for the day
for father, mother and children. Good light
iject of the commission's visit, which tne hoi)e of nnding an artesian flow caused IS. F. Itutterballs, 704 Garfield
Domestic Lump
Fancy Egg
Fancy Lump
"Hughie" proceeded to do in a mau-- I that the well is being put down by the Avenue, on the Kansas Bide, to go into
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
ner that made It very plain to all that railroad company. The
of this hysterics for more than an hour last
people
the commission is doing big things
desired.
vicinity will await the results with night. He was held up by the two
tor tne state und that the commis- much
men under an arc light In front of his
Interest.
sioners want the hearty
The State Engineer French has un- home about 9 o'clock.
of ail the people in their efforts to
Phone One Double O J.
der
consideration the granting of a
bring about needed reforms. He said water franchise to a Denver
firm for
... w.......oD,u,.
lu
.cu,
145,000 water feet of the water of the This Girl Recovered
Canadian river. The company has
corporations and always to play fair, made several
From Consumption
surveys of the dam site,
a statement that is surely borne out
The milkers of Kikinan's Alterative,
is
it
said
and
and
that
laterals
grades,
by the official acts. The commission U.
wlilili 1m UuIiik no rniiih good for Conthe water right is granted that work sumptives,
haB been organized only since June
lire I'oiiliininlly In receipt of
wonderful
on
the construction of the main dam iilionl
reports of recoveries liroiimht
'
and yet, has accomplished more lor
tliroiinrli (he use of this
PHONE 85 MAIN.
solely
These reports nre nlnnjs itt the
the state than any other ofileial body. will commence not later than January
li ii
of
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
1913.
if
nny one Interested, und
This
will,
st,
consummated,
The matter of the readjustment of
of I In- writers In their Knititnile linvetunny
Mint like siiflcieis write direct Hint
freight rates was gone into very ful- place some of the richest land In Quay
IENT as to touch the button and
lenrii wind It did for them. Here Is one
of fuel county under irrigation. Engineers of
ly, likewise a
Bpecliueii: 4J Second Ave., Allium, III.
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
oils necessary for irrigation pumping. the company are now at work making
(ientlenien: I'nnloii ine for not writing
your stove is ready to cook your
sooner, hut I wimted to see If I would slny
SAWED WOOD
Manager Swanzy, of the Clark Groc- the final surveys and estimates.
CERRILLOS LUMP
cured.
run now truthfully sny
urn
iron ready to use, your toasted
The crops of this county are the best perfectly well. I wish to express my
ery company, spoke of the necessity
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
lienrlfelt Miiiuks. I huve no pulp, no
of a readjustment of freight rates on grown for six years. San Jon, Hard rniiKll.
hurried breakfast, your vacufor
the
no ntiflit sweiits. no
ready
fever.
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
sugar from California points upon City, Kndee, Rana, Xara Visa, Logan Kin u child of two years, I liny
have licen
um
cleaner
ready for the fray, your washer
wltli I ii ii
troulile. which g;iew
which quest ion Mr. Seggerson has al- and Hudson are rejoicing over the nlliiiK
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
worse us I urew older.
At the line of
fan ready to cool the heatto
cleanse,
ready
ready had correspondence. Mr.
splendid crops grown by the farmers. fourteen, the doctor snid If I could not
die of Consurely
and Mr. Nurdhaus, both very Business is good in all of these towns. he senl .South would
rooms.
ed
Electricity will do every thing
sumption. Kvery winter I would he sure
large shippers, were of the opinion San Jon is planning to erect a new to huve either Ilrouchitls, I'leinlsy or
We
furnish it at reasonable rates,
for
you.
I
I'neiinionlii.
hud
that matters would be adjusted in a school building. At Kndee several car- one
(line. I liuil ciitiinh of the stomach
and
manner.
n'ght Estimates and full inforday
loads of cattle were shipped last mid liovvels mid had liny Fever for (lie
last few years; hut have not niiytliiiiK of
STAGE LINE satisfactory
Chairman Williams expressed the week.
WQODY'S
mation
Nara
Visa
the
cheeerfully given.
shipreports
(he kind this year.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
opinion that the railroads and otlitr ment of several carloads of cattle.
"1 will answer nil letters sent lo ine,
n history of my ease, from liny
From
nskliin
were
and
corporations
willing This little
ready
has four churches and one sulTci'lnn with lung troulile."
La Salie Restaurant
F.TT.V
BARRANCA TO TAOS to meet the people half way in the only three city
(Sworn ntlldavitl
saloons. Logan has sev(Five years Inter reports still well.)
of business propositions eral fine
a splendid stone
stores,
CHAS, OANN, Prop.
Kckinnn's Alterative is effective in
Meets Both North South adjustment
and suggested that as Deming had school Imiklintr two churches nnrl a
Asthma. Hay Fever: Throat und
l.uiiK" Troiihles.
und In
the
a very live and energetic chamber b!1lk Tno
Bounds Trains.
Telephone II.
farnlers are delighted with system. Does not. contain iiplniildliiK
poisons, ophites
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of oi commerce mat an comma nts or their
or
druirs. Ask for hooklct
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
crops.
tellinix of recoveries, nild write to ICckiuan
the north bound train and arrives at requests be made through the secre
The democratic campaign is on in I.ahoinlory, Philadelphia. Fa., for more eviRegular Meals 25 cents.
wno
see
are
win
mat
tary,
mey
dence. Fur sale liy all lending diuBsists
m.
7
Taos
at
p.
earnest. Last week Judge J. D. Cut-liRoom i for Pent 25c and EOc
promptly and properly tiled with the
Ten miles shorter than any other commission.
Senator Alldredge, Elector Sonnett iy Zook's Parmacy, Santa Fe.
Short Orders at All Hoars.
way. Good covered; hacks and good
To show how the head of the cor- and J. W. Campbell were making a
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
commission is regarded in canvass of the entire county, and
poration
a
10c
dUa,
frencb Noodle Order
furnished commercial men to take In other states
we copy the following speaking In all of the precincts. This
500.
Mew York Chop Suey
the surrounding towns. Wire Knbudo from the
of State Antonio
Railway Employee's Mag week Secretary
and .7 urine Lontr will be heard in
Rooms With Bath
$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
azine, of San Francisco:
Beveral places in the county. Last
Mr. Williams has for years been
I'illlwav conductor nnrl Ik 11 Invnl und year ine uemocrais carrieu me counnboilt 400 majority, and this
enthusiastic member of the nrdr of
Is about
Hallway Conductors-- in
fact, is every year the ''Publican Party
inch a railway man, which means ('1"n"y divided between Roosevelt
much, as his heiirht is consiilernhlv n1 Tafl' and "le democrats expect to
in excess of six feet. Ho will un- have a majority at least twice as large
doubtedly measure up proportionately as last year. Many of the republicans
a railway representative in what- will support Fergusson for congress.
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
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Cincinnati, Oct. 25. Walter B. Beytender heart, aud his unvarnished
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day. Try one of
frankness have made him a public er and Miss Florence M. Richardson
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married
In
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idol
secretly
the state of New Mexico. This
and you will be pleased. New Fire
waB proved at the last general elec- at Lawrenceburg, Ind. Recently they To Be
Be
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Proof Annex, every room with bath,.
tion held in the state, when plain decided to make a formal announceWe Have
Fresh,
Hugh Williams became Honorable ment of their marriage to their parHugh, being elected to the chairman- ents, but when they sought the marIs Up to You !
ship of the corporation commission, riage license they could not find it.
which aside from the governorship, is It was then remembered that the
the most important and re- - bride had hidden it. Search was Ynil Have AlWaVS
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.
.
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Ol.
t
...11.1..
Mjuiisiuie iiotiiuuu wiunu me sm u made through the cupboard, where tne
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that state.
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wife had put It. To their sorrow the Kicked About the
with pleasure
(It was
that the couple found that a mouse had feasted
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Magazine manager met Mr. and Mrs. on thfi trPnsllPP(i n(,nfir anrt nil thnt
Williams at the annual national con- was left was shreds. Beyer was comare ready for the
vention of the Knights of Pythias at
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if we
fee
certified copy to
a
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critic,
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representative in that gathering. Here show to his friends and relatives.
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WASHINGTON'S OLD GANG

SLIDING THEODORE WILL

YOU WILL NEVER
FULLY APPRECIATE

(By Gilson Gardner.)
Seattle, Wash., Oct. 25.
will go for Roosevelt by a large
majority.
This seems as certain as anything
nolitical can be.
It is even privately conceded by the
democratic managers.
Taft's case is hopeless. When Sec- retary Knox was here a meeting was
nrrnnired for him at the opera house,
and it. was claimed to have a "tremendous republican rally" with spe- cial attention to a woman' parade. By
actual count there were 123 people in
the parade including nine women and
not counting the band. Following the
parade was a wagon bearing the
legend "High Class Canned Goods."
Which may have been a mere cotucl- -

THE EXCEPTIONAL VALUE OF A

Capital Tailor Suit or Overcoat
Until you compare them with those of a
clothing store.
I

ready-mad-

e

am fully justified in claim1

ing the Garments turn out
entirely out of the common
choice of fabrics. Person-

ally selected cloths means
individuality for you. The
models are the perfection of
the best fashion ideas of the
season.

I

will let you be the judge

The Capital Tailor
-

Next to Firit Nat. Bank

'

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

NEW MEXICO

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S:
War Department.
Located In the beautiful Pecos
Valley. 3,700 feetabove sea level,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throuKhout the entire sesConditions for physical
sion.
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standardEa stTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.
Regents

E. A. CAHOO.V. President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.

f

,

W. A. F1NLAY.

For particulars and illustrated catalogue, address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

1

--

:

Supt.

THE ROSARY IS
A BEAUTIFUL
HEART DRAMA

aHENRY

KRICK&

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
Santa.Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

PEERLESS BAR
Fine

and

Imported

Domestic

Wines,

Liquors

'

In "The Rosary," which comes to
the Elks' theatre on Thursday, October 31, IOdward E. Rose, the author
of the play, has taken an average set
of people, and shows you first their
outside, then deftly, subtly, with
careful strokes and a firm hand, he
takes you within the brains and mind
You even see the
of each character.
result of their thinking. It is like
seeing first the resuls of electricity
street cars running, telephone work
ing all the wonderful effects of this
mighty force -- and then being taken
to the central power house from
whence all this energy flows.
And you see the effect of thought

AND CIGAR5

GREGG & COLE, Props.
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In Every Walk of Life
On
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By

OUR MEN'S
$3.50, $4 AND $5 SHOES
AND OUR WOMEN'S

object of the election, the officials to
be voted for, questions to be voted on,
the names of the candidates for each
of the said offices, as the same are on
file in the office of the County Clerk
Recorder and the post-- !
and
office address of each of said candi- dates and the place where the election
is to be held in each precinct in each
county; and,
WHEREAS, it is required by Section 1, Chapter 105, Laws of 1909, that
the said notice be inserted in daily
newspapers, six times prior to the day
when the election is to 'be held, but
when there is no daily newspaper pub- lished in such county, such notice may
be inserted in weekly newspapers, in
two issues thereof, prior to the date
when the election is to be held; and,
THEREFORE, The Board of County
upon the different individuals. One Commissioners of Santa Fe County,
character is that of a modern business New Mexico, in session held at Santa
.
...
Vo nn
- tlio i?:i'ri riav of Ontnhpr. A. D.
man, a stock uroKer nappny marneu
1912, have ordered as follows,
to a wife who loves him; but this
That the object of the election
thought is wrong. He harbors fear, wMch js to be held on the 5th day o
doubt and unbelief in the good that November, A. D. 1912, as already pro-lie- s
all about him. He loses all for-- j claimed by the Governor of the
tune, home, wife even his own self-- State, is to elect one Representative
in Congress and three Presidential
respect.
How does it all end? Ah, that is Electors and to vote, also on a propos-toed amendment to the Constitution, as
long for me to tell you, but this I
a
provided by Joint Resolution
to
is
brought
may say, that he
of the supreme law of life ber C, passed by the First State Legisu.uce
m
meu
anu
ui iuc
uie
ijy a priest a modern priest, not of """re
aB app'oveu, uu
conventional stage character, but a secretary
29th day of May, A. D. 1912.
ral man a hiz man of faith, strength theAlso
for the purpose of voting on a
and conviction, whose eyes see clearly
nower is the Proposed "State Highway Bond Issue;
nnri whose sniritual
of f5O0,00O," as provided by Chapter
moving force of the play.
This beautiful play has just com-- 58 of the Acts of the First State Legislative Assembly, approved June
pleted a three months' run in Chicago
10th, A. D. 1912.
New
in
York
and a two months' run
The names of the candidates for
City.
each of the said offices to be voted for
on the 5th day of November, A. D.
1912, as the same are on file in the
office of the County Clerk and
J
v
V
Recorder of Santa Fe County,
New Mexico, and the postoffice address of each of said candidates is as

$3

AND

$4 SHOES

Are the Best Shoe Values the
Prices Ever Bought!
We might say the same about
OUR BOYS' & GIRL'S
$1 TO

$3

SCHOOL

SHOES

Come to this STORE OF BETTER SHOES and learn why
our PATRONS SMILE while wearing our Shoes and paying
their Shoe Bills. MAKE US PROVE IT t

PFLUEGER'S

PROCLAMATION

By the Board of County CommissionNew
Mexico.'
ers of Santa Fe County,
WHEREAS by Section 1, Chapter
105, Laws of 1909, it is made the duty
of the Boards of County Commission-- j
ers of each county in the State of Hew!
Mexico, to proclaim the elections that
are to be held in the respective counties for the purpose of voting for candidates for the different offices and
other matters, and to do so ten days
before the election by public Procla
mation and by publication in each of
the two leading newspapers published
in each county; and,
WHEREAS, it is further made the
duty of said Boards of County Commissioners to give public notice of the

1

A HINT

the I

The final oratorical contest of the senior class will he held at the high
school auditorium tonight, beginning- at S o'clock, .lose D. Sena, president
of the school board, w ill preside and special music will be furnished for the
occasion under the direction of Miss Bishop.
J lie
following is the program:
ANNUAL ORATORICAL CONTEST.
Class of 1913.
SANTA FE HIGH SCHOOL, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,
Friday Evening, at 8 O'clock, Oct. 25, 1912.
High School Hall.
Hon Jose
Address of Welcome
The Result of Today's Labor on The World of Tomorrow
Dorothy Safford
f
3
Leila Laws:
See America. First
Music
4
High School Glee Club
5
The Deadly Female
Dorothy Ilayward
Gertrude Gormley
The Advantages and Drawbacks in New Mexico
Music
High School Glee Club
Anna Dorman
The Growth of the English Language
W allace Flake st
9. China
ADMISSION
Children 10c
Adults 15c.
ELECTION

!

and every face wears a smile of contentment

ji

See the Beautigul Girl at
Piano at the Elks' tonight.

!

By saying that in the families where our Shoes
are worn there's never a shoe trouble known

at

comic

t!ie Street, Theatres, Parties or Balls

WE'LL DROP

n

The Hoodoo Hat
Elks' tonight.

liem

m

1 0ut

The Home of Good Shoes

of Bernalillo, Anastacio Mora, Con Sullivan.
Precinct No. 21. Ely Parker, Miguel
Reva Williams.
Pino,
Electors:
Presidential
For
Precinct No. 22. Pedro Nolasco RoElmer E. Studley, of Raton, New
Mexico.
mero, Donaciano Ortiz, Julian Ortiz.
Precinct No. 23. Nicolas Jimenez,
Dora Frazicr Thomas, of Roswell,
New Mexico.
Julian Benavidez, Policiano Ortiz.
Precinct No. 24. Guadalupe Mon-toyGeorge W. Armijo, of Santa Fe, Ne k
Estanislao Sandoval, Julian GarMexico.
SOCIALIST TICKET.
cia.
The election is hereby ordered to
For Representative in the CHrd Conbe held in the different precincts as
gress of the United States:
Andrew Eggum, of Roswell, New follows,
Marcos

p

C

de Baca,

Mexico

PLACE.

Mexico.

Precinct No. 1. District No.
For Presidential Electors:
Walter N. Cook, of Magdalena, New School House.
Precinct No. 2. District No. 2
Mexico.
DeRoy Wei h, of Hutton, New Mex- School House.
Precinct No. 3. House of Victor
ico.
W. T. Holmes, of larmington, New Garcia, "Canon Road."
Precinct No. 4. Justice of the
Mexico.
On motion of Commissioner Jiron Peace Office.
Precinct No. 0. District No. 5
the following persons were appointed
as Judges of Election for the election School House.
Precinct No. C. House of Bonifacio
to be held November 5th, 1912, and
the first one named in each precinct Narvaez.
Precinct No. 7. House of Rafael
is hereby named to receive the ballot
Granito.
boxes from the Clerk.
Precinct No. S. School House.
JUDGES.
No. 9
Precinct No. 9, District
Precinct No. 1. Encarnacion Sala-- ;
- School
House.
ValRomero
y
zar y Trujillo, Antonio
Precinct No. 10. Real Estate Of- des, Emiliano Roybal.
ruubeu,
Precinct No. 2, Juan de Dios Do-- ! lice ot Mr. n.
Precinct No. 11 District No. 11
minguez, Santiago Martin, Timoteo
School House.
r.rioirn
Precinct No, 12. District No. 12
Ceferino Alarid,
Precinct No. 3.
Manuel Baca y Campos, Juan Delgado. School House.
Precinct No. 13. W. M. Taber'3
Precinct No. 4. Manuel Ortiz y
Martinez, Julian Grace, Manuel Ortiz Store.
Precinct No. 14. School House.
y Rodriguez.
Precinct No. 15. School House.
Precinct Xo. 5. Fabian Lopez,
Precinct No. Hi. School House.
Romero, Nestor Gallegos.
Precinct No. 17. Fred Lopez's Hall.
Precinct No. 0. Tomas Narviaz,
Donaciano Gar- Precinct No. 18.
Erineo Mares, J. A. Carrillo.
cia's.
Precinct No. 7. Cesario Martinez,
Precinct No. 19. Company's Store.
follows,
Rafael Granito, Manuel Lucero.
No. 20. School House.
REPUBLICAN TICKET.
Precinct
S.
N.
No.
Sandoval,
Juan
Precinct
Precinct No. 21. School House.
For Representative in the (!3rd Con-- ; Romulo Chavez, Juan J. Silva.
Precinct No. 22. Scliool District No.
i
Precinct No. 9. Teodoro Garcia,
gress of the United States:
15.
Nathan Jaffa, of Roswell, New Mex- - Reyes Roybal, Fermin Gonzales.
Precinct No. 23. School House.
ico.
Precinct No. 10. Atilano Sanchez,
Precinct No. 24. Guadalupe Mon- A.
F.
Olmstead.
Kipsell,
For Presidential Electors:
Ralph
House.
Petoya
No.
11.
Juan
New
Martinez,
Precinct
A.
Levi
Hughes, of Santa Fe,
The Board then adjourned until 3
dro Martinez, J. D. Hart.
Mexico.
Precinct No. 12. Margarito Chavez, o'clock the same day.
Eufraeio Gallegos, of Gallegos, New
JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO,
Mexico.
Eulogio Sandoval, Eusebio Gonzales.
Chairman.
A.
13.
No.
Luis
Martinez,
Precinct
Matt Fowler, of Silver City, New
Attest: M. A. ORTIZ. Clerk.
Ceferino Lucero, Gumecindo Garcia.
Mexico.
Precinct No. 11. Nicacio Ortega,
DEMOCRATIC TICKET.
SERVICES FOR CROWN PRINCE.
Con- - Juan Naranjo, Euloeio Martinez.
For Representative in the
St. Petersburg, Oct. 25. No news
Precinct No. 15. Moises Pena, Jose
gress of the United States:
Maes-tas- .
was
Hilario
Jose
published today as to the condiRamon
of
B.
'
Quintana,
Albnquer-Fergusson,
Harvey
of
the Russian crown prince, and
tion
que, New Mexico,
Precinct. No. 1G. Epifanio Atencio, as a consequence Alexander Stoley-piFor Presidential Electors:
in an article in the Novoe Vrem-yE. C. de Baca, of East Las Vegas, Pedro Valdes, Juan Ant. Valdes.
voices
the demand of the public
Ma.
No.
17.
Joso
Precinct
Garcia,
New Mexico.
for iniormation regarding his illness.
J. H. Latham, of Lake Valley, New Asencion Silva, Eustaquio Padilla.
Precinct No. IS. Santana Herrera, Religious services were celebrated in
.Mexico.
the opera house yesterday for his re- D.
Donaciano
cf
Samuel
Carlsbad,
Garcia, C. O. Harrison.
Stennis, Jr.,
No.
19. Antonio Garcia y covery.
Precinct
New Mexico.
PROGRESSIVE TICKET.
Armijo, Felix Salinas, Agustin Mon- The Happy English Chappie at the
For Representative in the G3rd Con- tcya.
Precinct No. 20. Jesus Ma. Baca, Elks' tonight. Don't miss it.
gress of the United States:
o

e

'

j
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ANNUcHL ORATORICAL CONTEST
cHT HIGH SCHOOL TONIGHT

When Going

or

See

Pick

'

-

'

$25.00

kidneys.
Here is Santa Fo testimony.
J. T. Sandoval, 113 Ortiz St., Santa
Fe x. Ilex says: "A dull pain in the
email of my back, sometimes exteud- jng jnt0 my bladder, caused me a
great deal of suffering, particularly
I was bothered
when I took cold.
mostly in the winter, and in addition
to the pain in my back, there were
symptoms of inflammation of the
bladder. The kidney secretions were
highly colored and when passed were
I
attended with a scalding pain.
B
never used another remedy that acted
as satisfactorily as Doan's Kidney
Pills.
They proved to be just the
medicine my case required and the
complete cure they brought me, has
led me to recommend them on more
than one occasion."
For sale by ail dealers. Price 50
Buffalo,
Co.,
cents, Foster-MilburNew York, Eole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other,

!

I

at once

Come in

Washington is overwhelmingly pro-- I
:
gressive. Two years ago, when Sena-tor Poindexter was elected,' his vote
was two to one over all his opponents. The democratic vote has been
There is an old
g. third of the total.
republican machine the crowd that
tried to elect the state's delegation for
Chi-Taft, and did steal it for the first
cago convention, but this machine is
Remitting its last gasps. Congressman
Wm. E. Humphrey, who is a part of it,
will be retired this fall in favor of
Dan Sandon, a progressive of Seattle,
The standpat governor, .M. E. Hay,
His successor
will also be retired.
will be Robert J. Hodge, better known
as Sheriff "Bob" Hodge. , Bob is an interesting product of the progressive
An
large,
movement.
double-fisted- ,
plain and virile, Hodge
'has knocked his way up from the bot- torn. He is recommended, chiefly by
!bis honesty and radicalism. He is for
recall of judges or anything else that
the people want. The opposition ac-- '
cused Hodge of being a retired prize
fighter. Hodge replied that he had
been in a number of mills when he
was a miner, but always as an ama-- !
teur, dividing the pots among the fam-- I
ilies of the striking miners,
The progressive candidates for state
offices and members of congress to
run with Hodge are all good men. Sev- eral of them were in the state legis- lature and made records for them-- :
selves, passing workmen's compensation, direct primary and similar popular legislation.
The democratic ticket is also a good
one, the party control having been
wrested from the old standpat organi
zation. The Wilson managers here arej
mostly clean, enterprising young men.
Perhaps the best straw vote taken
here was that conducted at the county
fair at Tacoma. Three gates were arranged for those entering the grounds,
a Taft, a Wilson and a Roosevelt gate.
The Taft gate was practically deserted, and the turnstile showed Roosevelt's gate admitting almost twice as
many as Wilson's.
Practically all the leaders of the
state granges and the leaders of the
labor organizations are for the bull
moose ticket, and there is a very vigorous campaign In progress extending
The
to the most remote counties.
Wilson forces are also well organized
and are making a came fight.
The progressive movement in Washington has flourished against the op-

'

A familiar burden In many home.
The burden of a "bad back."
"A lame, a weak or an aching back
Often tells you of kidney ills.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for weak

-

i

IT WELL.

WINZcSr

position of nearly all (he newspapers.
Except for the Scripps papers the big
dailies are controlled hy railroad and
other big business int rests, and they
do not hesitate to ( any Umr opposition to the extent of deliberate and
systematic misrepresentation and sup-pression of news. An illustration ot
this kind of journalism was furnished
Blethen's paper here,
by Colonel
which printed the news of the attempt
Kooseveit
to assassinate
under a
small single column head while other
news topics were revelling in large
black-facetype, llletiien and his
friends are opposed tu the bull moose
party.
The standpat papers in similar spirit
failed to mention the fact that Congressmau Humphrey, who presided at
Secretary Knox's meeting, was jeer--!
ed and hooted until h had to cut short
his speech.
The people of the stale have learned to distrust these organs and even
the perverted news columns are rapidly losing their inflii'mco.
Wesley L. Jones, the oilier senator
from Washington, is in Humphrey's
class. The people hav
taken his
measure and he will drop into political
obscurity at the end of his term, along1
with the rest of Lorimer's charmions,
and there will not be a bubble on the
surface to show where he went down.

dence.

Will You Investigate?

East Side of Plaza,
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Nervousness
For Headache
and Backache due to disorders
of Kidneys and Bladder
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS

,
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The Body Kills Germs.
Jfow
Germs

SPORTING NEWS

OCTOBER

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

that get into Ihs body are killed in two vays by the white corpuscles
substance that io in the blood. Just what this
g
of the blood, and by a
substance is, we do not know. The blood of a healthy person always has some
g
substance in it to ward off the attack of disease. The fountain head
A man who has a weak and impaired stomach and who
of life is the stomach.
does not properly digest his food will socn find that his blood has become weak
and impoverished, arid that his whole body is improperly end insufficiently nourished. To put the body in healthy condition, to feed the system on rich, red blood
and throw out the poisons from the body, nothing in the pest forty years has
excelled Uc. Fierce s Uolden Medical Uiscovcry, a puro
giycerio extract (without alcohol), cf bloodroot, golden
seal and Oregon grape root, stone roct, mandrake and
queen's root with black cherrybark.
"My Inisbiind was a siilTprrr from stomach trouble and,
Impure blood." writes Jliia. Jjmes J I. .Mahti.n. of Frank-fortKv. "Ho had a sore on his fiico that would form &
which would dry and drop oft in about a month, then,
another would immediately form. It coiuitnir'd this way
for a long time, lie tried every remodv that any one would
lie then tried Ur. Pierce's
suprprcst, but funnd no relief.
Uoidcn Medieai Discovery which completely cured him. Ho
has stayed curea now for two years, and I recommend thif
valuable mcdieiuu for impurities of the blood."
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate
tiny granules. '
stomach, liver and bowels,
J. H. Martin. Ea.

MASCN.SC.

Montezuma

term-killin-

Lodge
No. 1, A. P. & A. M.
Regular communication first Monday

germ-killin-

BOSTON PLAYERS WHO WERE WINNERS OF AMERICAN LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP.

25, 1912.

of each month at
Masonic HaU at
7:30.
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.

CHAS. E. UNNEY, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No.
1, R. A. M.
Regular
convocation
second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
.

7:30 p. m.
CHAS. A. "WHEELON,
ARTHUR SELIGMAX,
H. P.

Secretary.'

;

Sugar-coate-

',

Santa Fe Cominandery
.1
No. 1, K. T. Regular
HOW IT FEELS,
Giants that (hey were not opposing!
conclave fourth Mon- the Athletics tf 1911. Unless the1 Yes we got back, safe ourselves and
in each month at
day
we
not
on
doubt
humanitarian
but
deer
inter."cred
what
the
and
had
police
Masonic
Hall at 7:30
to
too.
other
all
are
But
t
in
safe
the form that
game
grounds, Mack'B lub
p. m.
it showed in the : "nnant years, , could begin at the beginning,
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
have beaten the pick of the Boston! The fever struck some of the mem-anW.
E.
Recorder.
GRIFFIN,
of
the
bers
in
about
four games,
New York cu fits
party
Saturday. It
scores, started in an upper room in the bank
probably by ov. 'whelming
Santa Fe Lodge of PerRating the strength of the Athletics building and spread swiftly to the gar-- 1
fection No. 1, 14th deat their best at .'.;, neither one of age and the printing office and infect-thi- s
gree. Ancient and Acyear's contenders could have at-- ed both the editor and a friend of his
cepted Scottish Rite of
tained more than about CO and in some on very short notice, attained the
Free Masonry meets on
of the games it would have been near- - acute stage in about two days, and the
next the victims were speeding to- the third Monday of each month at
er !5.
7:30 o'clock in the evening in Mason-ji- c
Most of the .National league critics wards the mountains In search of reHall, south side of Plaza. Visiting
lief.
say that New York will not be able to
The rest of the story is soon told. Scottish Rite Masons are cordially inwin the 1913 pennant. That bit of
vited to attend.
bunting is being conceded to Pitts- The long tramp through the hills and - I
JAMES A. MASSIE, 32,
canons
which
aided
the
by
rainy
burgh, which club, so they say, needs
Venerable Master.
only a little more speed to romp in weather fast reduced the fever, and
soon
a
and
the
return
cure,
Boscomplete,
In
the American league
front
B P. O. E.
ton must show a big improvement to as above stated.
For the benefit of those who have
Santa Fe LodgeNo.
rule favorite fcr the next
460, B. P. O. E.,
we
had
the
will
disease
describe,
sure
the
are
Athletics
tojnot.Jt
ington and
Its regular '
holds
ihcommences
an
with
generally
be in the fight ;.nd there are a couple!
on the sec-- !
session
ot "dark horses ' which may be heard le"oc ".cuius ui uie nrsi nnger oi me
fourth
ond
and
riSt hand, and a feeling of dare-devfrom before next October.
Wednesday of each
recklessness and great hilarity. After
month. Visiting
THE STAGE FOR THEM.
ja rew aavs tnese symptoms leave and
brothers are invito
John McGraw and Hugh Jennings ire followed by an intense weariness
and welcome.
ed
in
the
in
stomand
the
limbs,
to
the
gnawing
have finally answered the call
FRANK
T.
BLANDY,
ach.
that
time
the victim is recovBy
stage. The popular manager of the
Exalted Ruler,
Giants and the eqaully popular man- ering. Lake Arthur Times.
Pi M. A. LIENAU,
ager of the Detroit Tigers, completed
Secretary.
A
YIELD.
FINE
arrangements tor vaudeville engagements that wiP keep them before the
S. F. Davis and Sons have finished
Santa Fe Camp
15 weeks. McGraw
public for at
13514, M. W. a.
will draw $l,6ii0 a week for 15 weeks. thrashing and are now hauling wheat
meets second Tuesto Roy, the Flon-sheiMercantile
He will do a monologue act.
day each month, soThe Little Napoleon will open in Co., buying the whole yield, approxicial meeting third
J.000
bushe's.
The wheaf. s of
Providence ar.d after three days' work mately
Tuesday at Firein that city will appear at Keith's a ft no quality and no doubt V:. Davis
man's Hall. Visit
uimI Sons' wheat ia one of ttnj largtheater in Bouton.
welcome.
ing
neighbors
est
yields harvested on dry farm
It is expected that McGraw will get
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
land in the state. What we need is
a great ovaticn in Boston.
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
a
a
dozen
half
farmers
au
introSir.
such
will
Mayor Johnny Fitzgerald
to r
duce the New York manager to the Davis n!id his boys. He exoe.ts
ODD FELLOWS,
raise twice as much wheat die comaudience.
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
Spanish-Amer'cuwith a pro- ing yaar.--rt.o- y
Jennings will double-uSanta Fe Lodge
comedian. Their
minent black-facmeets
regularly
act will represent scenes before and ..Subscribe for the Santa F New
ev'try
evening at S o'clock
during a game at American League Mexican, the paper that boosts all in OddThursday
Fellows Hall. Visiting broth-er- g
park, on Washington Heights. The the time and works for the upbuildalways welcome.
team will try it "on the dog" on Pater-son- . ing of our new State
If they go through in the city,
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Jennings and his partner will open on
PROFESSIONAL CARDS a Lodge No. 259, holds , its.' regular,
Broadway for a week's stay, ,
meeting on the first Thursday of each
Jennings said: "I am not going to
month aUireman's hall at 7:30 p. m..
use to much 'ego' in my act. I hope
ATTORNEYS ATLAW.
Visiting brothers are invited and web
that will prevent the audience from
come.
J. A. RAEL, r . M.
me."'
eggs
DA
EDWARD P.
against
using any
VIES,
DAVID
GONZALES,
is
ten
Secretary.
at
weeks
booked for
Hughey
City Attorney.
$800 per week.
Capital City Bank Building,
Rooms
F. W. FARMER
No.
New Mexico.
Santa
Homestead
Fe,
STAYS
d

1

V
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THE DAVID HARUM OF
WHEN IT COMES TO SWAPPING

THERE

ARE MIGHTY
ANOTHER OVER ON MIKE.
PLAYERS,

Michael J. Kelly, manager of the St.
Paul American association team, is
the David Harum of the game, and
the stormy petrel of the association.
He has more friends who are "for
him" and more enemies who are
"agin him" than any man in baseball unless it is Charlie Murphy of

ed Yerkes to score from third when,

MITCHEL J. KELLY.

BASEBALL-THA- T'S

FEW

MANAGERS

as

WHO CAN PUT

ster into an asset which sooner or
later commands a high price and lands

the boy in a major league.
Kelly purchased Harry Steinfeldt
from the Cubs, Harry having supposS
edly outlived his usefulness. Steiny
went to the Saints for the proverbial
"song," but did not like jhe scenery
and Kelly didn't like his playing. He
was traded to the Boston Nationals
for outfielder Josh Clarke, and Artie
Butler was tossed in for good meas-ur'
J
Later Clarke was sold to Kansas
City for more than Steinfeldt cost St.
Paul, and Butler developed fiitO a
star. Scarce had the season opened
before Butler's playing attracted a
half dozen major league scouts.
Pittsburg got Butler because Drey- -

subsequent

events

proved,

he

would have been left had the Giants'
second sacker made an easy play per-- i
fectly. Next time Matty, having the
game in his pocket, 2 to 1, in the last
half of the tenth inning, had to see
Boston score twice and win the game

because Snodgrass dropped an easy
fly and Merkle failed even to get his
hands on an easier foul.
In two players the Red Sox furnished a very agreeable surprise. Manthe Cubs.
ager Stahl both hit and fielded far
Kelly has managed St. Paul from
ahead of anything that had been exthe start, save when he was blackpected of him and Steve Yerkes, a
listed by the league, as the result Umman who got into the headlines but
Owens
"Brick"
mobbed
by
pire
being
seldom in the regular season, did likea St. Paul crowd, followed by some
wise. Capt. Wagner's fielding also
caustic remarks by Mike to the effect
was beyond expectations and so was
that Owens was against his team.
Bedient's pitching, particularly in the
During his absence Kelly was in the
matter of steadiness with men on
Eastern league and St. Paul went
bases.
Hooper both hit and fielded
like
a
horse.
spavined
along
finely, better than he usually does.
St. Paul was a winner under Kelly,
...r.
.
A.
x..
Aside from Ihese tUinss the perand demanded that owner George Len-noSo
formance of the Red Sox individually
secure his reinstatement.
was
a
insistent were they that 35,000 fans
disappointment.
Speaker,
though he made some fine catches and
signed a "We want Kelly" petition,
and it was sent to the A. A. maggot a batting mark of .300, did most of
nates. The result was the return ot
his hitting at times when it counted
for nothing and with two exceptions
Kelly.
failed signally in the pinches. Twice MOTHER
Kelly made baseball in St. Paul,
G. W. PRICHARD,
IN JAIL WITH
he came through in overtime innings
despite the drawing power of Minneone
with
at Law.
smashes,
very
timely
Attorney
saving
stockmade
He
for
the
money
LUCILE CAMERON Practice inandallCounsellor
apolis.
the District Court
game by a triple on which an error
holders, chiefly by selling young playenabled him to score, and winning
and gives special attention to case
ers for fancy prices. Now he is said
Chicago, Oct. 25. Mrs. F. Cameron-Falconi- before the State Supreme Court.
another by a single that scored the
to be slated to manage the Indianapit was learned today, oc- Office: Laugnlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
tieing run and put a man on third to
olis club.
same cell in the Rockford
the
cupies
moa
home
the
bring
winning tally
Kelly developed Marty O'Toole and
as
her
daughter, Lucile Cameron,
jail
ment
later.
HARRY D.
Bold him to Pittsburg
for ?22,500
nhdne- tlm whtto cirl whose nllpe-prLewis
a
looked
like
school
a
is
or
high
boy!tUjn by Jack JonnsoUi tne negr0 pUgi-(whether regular
stage money
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
the field and like a blind man atIi8t led t0 federai lnvestigation
matter of opinion) and then induced
of
Formerly
Special Agent, G. L. O.
to
bat.
be
with
seemed
afflicted
Bill
Duffy
to
f
Catcher
take
vtnintinn
the
nnoihio
Kelly
Pittsburg
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
a very bad case of the rattles and Mann law.
for $6500.
never doing any hitting when it countThe mother desired to be with the
This was pulled off in 1911. This
Gardner was weak in the field girl, to keep her under her own in- Chas. F. Easley, . Chas. R. Eaaley,
year Kelly lived up to his reputation KELLY "LOOKS 'EM OVER AS A BUYER WOULD A BIT OF HORSE- - ed.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
and batted feebly, though it must be fluence, she said, but if is believed
by sending Shortstop Artie Butler to
FLESH."
se- she wants to oe sure the negro does
aw.
Attorneyt-at- -'
admitted
the
he
did
that
hits
few
Infielders
for
in
Pittsburg
exchange
Practice
in
Courts
the
and before
cure
were
most
The
not
Lucile.
communicate
with
opportune.
so
do
will
he
Whether
McKechnie and Behg, Pitcher Harry fuss offered the best deal in players. self.
probably
Wood, although he pitched one good girl is held by the federal officials, Land Department.
Gardner and two players to be deliv- It is said Kelly received $1000 in cash depends upon the sort of a contract he
Land grants and titles examined.
one fair, was not up to his having been unable to furnish the
ered this winter.
for making the deal. What he receiv- can make with Levy. Charlie Watkins, game and
Santa Fe, N, M branch Office, Eaten-cla- ,
bail
demanded.
usual
standard.
ninth
,
$25,(100
for
the
Except
O'Toole-Kelland
O'Leary
Charley
Jimmy Burke,
The St. Paul manager has the ed for "putting over" the
A subpoena was issued today for Sig
N. M.
inning of the first game In which he
thing, only he and Lennon could not stand for the interference struck
faculty of developing youngsters no
out two men with the tieing Hart, a well known sporting man,
one else can see anything in. He know.
they encountered there. Kelly will run on
third and the winning run on who is to be one of the important HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVfc.v
looks them over as a buyer would a bit
Kelly's contract calls for him to re- go forewarned, and those who know
witnesses when the federal inquiry is
TISE?
he did not look like the
second,
interno
foolish
stand
of horseflesh, examines them with an main in St. Paul for another year, but him say he will
resumed
Tell your story to
Monday.
of
the
American
league by any
and if he finds what he is look- George Lennon has told him he can go ference from stockholders who own means.
Hearing of the insanity, petition
2,000,000 Readers 'or
Magnificent fielding by
ing for, proceeds to develop the young to Indianapolis if he can better him four or five shares of stock.
Twelve Dollars.
"Heine" Wagner saved him several against Lucile was to have been held
times in his second start, .while no today at the detention hospital here, We will place your
advertia
but the case was postponed indefinite aient in 25 leading newspapers"' Suncannot be called a something at any moment, waited in thing could save him in his third.
club
New
York
until the government has released day issue, for $12 per insertion. DeA POST MORTEM
Cady is entitled to great credit for ly
introduce some of
her, then County Judge Owen will set
great one. Nor will it ever be such vain for them to of
his
in
was
work
his
This
series.
the.
scriptive circular FREE.
UIEW OF IT so long as persons of the Snodgrass the daring stunts
which so much
first year as a major leaguer but he a date for the hearing, no said.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
said.
been
had
it.
A
for
and Merkle ilk remain to handicap
subpoena has been issued
six games and finished another
AGENCY,
BY E. A. BATCHELOR.
In the first two games, the Gaints caught
Perry S. Bauer, a west side manufacBoston winning the series has good
no
and
did
time
the
he
show
New Mexico.
slightTaos,
ofexis
said
who
federal
vive
on
the
were
turer,
the
by
qui
Free
luck to thank, but Boston bad it lost, undoubtedly
Press.)
(Detroit
est symptoms of nervousness. The ficers to have introduced
Cameron
the
sensational
from
Never before in a world's series, or would have had no less reasonable pecting something
DR. W. -- UME BROWN,
young backstop of the. Red Sox was girl to the negro
champion in the
in any other for that matter has there a claim that had luck robbed it of the their opponents, but after that they the
on the Club who seemed
man
only
Dentist.
t
street
cafe in West Thirty-firsbeen more excitement and more bad championship. The Red Sox were made up their minds that nothing of to be at all
the
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ..,
fighting
aggressive,
on
be
was
to
and,
expected
playing than in the conflict that ended unlucky in having to play the series the sort
Giants from first to last while many
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Helena, Mont., Oct. 25. The repubin ; Boston on Wednesday with the while in a bad slump. Not once in gaining this conviction, because con- of the other Boston
were
6.
Phone
Red
go- lican state central
players
will
committee
Red Sox champions of the world. the entire eight games did Stahl's fident. There are among the new ing about with their heads held low.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
cantomorrow
meet
to
a
here
select
men
seveTal
who
world's
it
champions,
Lucky champions they were, is true, club look like the aggregation that
And by Appointment
Except for a fine catch by Josh
didate for congress in place of W. F.
but champions none the less.
wen the American league pennant. are fast on the bases and who now
the second best of the series, Meyers, who died at Butte last night.
tak-- j
in
real
exhibit
and
then
courage
of
ball
same
diS'
sort
the
Had it played
Plavine a came that would have
would have won a game for the None of the
No Cady
party leaders here ven
M. DIAZ,
DR.
Bostons with his long drive in the tured a prediction as to the identity (
graced a "bush" league outfit most of throughout the season as it played ing advantage of their fleetness.
e
would have thought from viewing ninth off
the time and never showing the form against New York a rln,' in the
He of the man who would be named.
start.
first
RESIDENCE.
DON CASPAR
Marquard's
that made them leaders of the Amer- - oiid division would have been about the eight games of the world's series. did hit home a very useful run in the
AVE
one
lot
the
that
among
however,
lean league, the Speed Boys managed the best it could have attained.
second battle at New York, though
LESS COTTON.
run faster than a fat man up a
to squeeze in ahead of McGraw's club.
Phone, 220 Red
The Red Sox, reckoned generally ajcould hl11clumsy handling of a difficult chance
conwill
s,eeP
to
who
It is evident
anyone
fast club, looked, in this particular
WEST SIDE PLAZA
by Fletcher was a factor of this.
comcotton
in
OFFICE,
The
Carlsbad
gin
sult the composite score that the Bos- series, like one of the slowest ever! This was a series in which a hero
The Giants earned many friends"-)- !) menced operations last Friday, the
tons were outplayed in nearly every gathered together. In running the was made among the vanquished and this series. Fans who had
Phone, 237 Black
long dis- eleventh, Mr. Murray having spent
department. The figures show all too bases, the
Speed Boys show-non- e
amomg the victors. Mathew-e- liked them were found rootin warm the two weeks previous in overhaulOFFICE HOURS. I to 3 P. M.
neither speed nor judgment. They son's great pitching will be long
plainly that in batting, base running,
ly in their favor before the battles ing the machinery of the gin. Fron
cautious to the point of absolute membered as the bright spot pf the came to an end. In every respect, the the best estimates that can be made
pitching and generalship, honors were
entirely with the New Yorkers.
timidity and stupid to boot. Not contests, yet "Big Six" making th National leaguers were thorough at present, there will, be about 200 L.
MURRAY, M. D ;
There is no use in trying to get once, except when Hall made a fool- - greatest efforts of his brlliant and sportsmen. McGraw, who has borne bales to gin out this season as against
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
away from the fact that defense, par- ish attempt to get one run when five successful major league career, did the reputation of being the umpire 800 last season, the farmers not
ticularly in the way of fielding ac- were needed and when Speaker . at-- j not win a game. Two defeats and a baiter par excellence, conducted him- planting as heavily to cotton as last Cation Block Palace Ave.,'" next
door to Weils Fargo Ex.
curacy, is a very important part of tempted to convert an ordinary single tie is his record, yet he is the man self perfectly in his bearing both to- year. The price of cotton this season
baseball. The best of pitchers cannot into a double, did the American lea- - who emerged from the imfcrogllo with ward the arbiters and rival players. however, is some better than
PHONE 233.
the
last;
the most honor.
The Giants took their beating grace- - staple selling at present for eleven Residence Palace Hotel.
hope to win cons'stently when out- guers take a chance on the bases.
fielders are muffing easy flies, when
Stahl resembled no other leader of
In the first game that Matty pitched, fully and did not whine over what and
Phone Main 63
cents per pound.
Infielders let fouls that ought to be history so strongly as Fabius, the he was tied in 11 innings, G to G, five certainly was the tougheBt sort of Carlsbad Current.
eaten up drop safely, and when cinch Roman who was forever making mas-- ; of the Boston runs being due to poor luck. Mathewson himself set the
grounders are kicked all over the lot. j terly retreats and never fighting. He support. The next time out he was fashion by refusing to blame Snod- If you use embossed stationer;, you
A great ball club must have no such had no aggressiveness, no originality, loser, 2 to 1, with one of the Boston grass for the loss of the final game or can do no better than place your orIs Going: to Practice With
glaring weakness as the Giants show-- no daring. The "old army game"- tallies presented to that club by Capt. to heap abuse on the head of Fred der with the New Mexican Printing
DR. R. H. MILLER.
ed in this series and in spite of much throughout was Boston's style. Mc- Doyle of the New York, who blended Merkle, another large contributor to Company, prices will be quoted upon
. , Obstetric,
Specialty
who
been
had
warned that the mental and mechanical malfeasance the defeat.
excellence ir the way of hitting, Graw,
request. Our styles and forms are
115
Grant
Office,
Ave., Saata Fe.
It is a fortunate thing for the strictly up to date.
pitching and running the bases, the Red Sox might ittempf to pull off on Speakers ea9y grounder and allow- l
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month at the
Firemen's Hall.
H. 'Foreman, A. E. Robinson.
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.

You cannot get up to Jate printing
unless you have
material
and faculties. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics. Your
orders are always assured personal at
tentlon.
te

You cannot get up to date printing
bossed work. Several lines to make
ders taken for en craved and em
our selection from.
A little want ad costs but a few
cents and brings wonderful results
when published in the New Mexican.
Try one.

WILLIAM

FARAH

EMIL MIGNARDOT

THE

Capital Bar
An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your

thirst

!

Glass of California Wine will
put blood in your veins !
A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your
troubles! A

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly

IMPORTED
and DOMESTIC
255

San Francisco St.

riHADQ
vlunRJ
Phone 239 W

Pope Motor
Cycle
4 Horse Power
v

i WithPRICE, $165.00

Imported Magneto.

Motorcycle without a doubt with trouble
left at the factory.

'

th
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MRS. DR. BROWN

1

LIGHT SI LENT AND RELIAELK.

PASH BROS., Agts.,

SantaFe

l'(.VlM.V'"Wf-'i--l-

FRIDAY,

OCTOBER

Incorporated

1856

A New

'W

Priehard has gone

to Albuquerque,
Mr. mid Mrs. ,lohn X. Zook, who
have been touring the east and mid-die west for the past month, are ex-cted home Monday.
J. 11. Chaves has announced his
appointment as secretary of the stand-pa- t

Line of

Up-to-Da- te

Col. George

1

HATS

republican central committee.
I. S. Senator Thomas B. Catron has
returned from Albuquerque.
C5eorge W. Ariuijo, prominent progressive, went to the Duke City yesterday on business.
C. ,1. A. Pahl, the most remarkable
of cyclists and now touring the world,
has arrived in Albuquerque, where he
called on Mayor Sellers. Santa Feans
were much interested In Mr. Pahl
while he was here.
George A. C. Bodenhausen, a w ell
known salesman from St. Joseph, Mo.,
is calling on the trade,
Mr. and Mrs. M. K. Router, of Mil- waukee, are sighteers in the city.
Mrs. C. II. Wiggitt, of Albuquerque,.
is visiting friends here.
W. E. Kelly and Frank
Bond, o"i
Washington, D. C, are in thrs city on
official business.
11.
Harmon Maxwell, graduate of
Highland Pari; College of Pharmacy,!

Fine Assorment of Colors in all the
Latest Styles, including the
NOBBY VELVETS, VELOURS & BEAVERS
A

$4,00 UP.
ALSO THE CELEBRATED VON GOL HATS

The Correct Styles for Men. These frQ ftn
in All Colors and Shapes for Only . . ?t3.UU
LADIES' AND MEN'S DENT GLOVES
The Gloves That Wear.
1 1

CALL AND SEE WHAT WE HAVE

!

U SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY

0

of Dcs Moines, and who also attend- eu ne American college ot J'athology
and Bacteriology at Chicago, has ac-cepted a position with the Capital
Pharmacy. Mr. Maxwell visited Ros-- !
wen iv.-- years aso ana when he returned to his home in Chicago he had
to come back.
F. Jl. Brown, representing the Cm!
o

UNITED STATES BANK
.

&

derwood company, and traveling out
lot El Paso, Is 'in the city for four or
five days. Mr. Brown is accompanied
by his bride, a popular girl of El Paso.
Dr. and Mrs. M. E. Arner, of Vallejo,
California, who have been Mr. and;
;..iis. narvey &. j.utz s guests, will
leave for the coast this evening. They
wu ue uccompaniea Dy .Hiss Jiclua
Ultz, their cousin.
Mr. Sidebottoni has returned from
a three weeks'
where he says fried chicken Is at its
best.

TRUST CO.

CAPITAL 850,000 00

PAGE FIVE

news

MILLINERY

WITH US, that our
windows this week are showing the
S
FINEST DISPLAY OF
MILLINERY AND LADIES' TAILORED GARMENTS ever shown in this city. Ask to see

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

The Palmer Garments)

S.

j

was imposed.

Xo. "7, (Civ.) U. S. ol

of Xew Mexico, and Thomas Lea, of
El Paso, Texas, were admitted
to
practice before the V. S. District

J

December:

Xos. 15, 17, ami Is

S. vs.
l);.'C !l.

Andres de lli.nvru.

lO

iirars if;

Ralph
Dec.

12, x0. 53 fc'i-iV. Hutchinson.
1

3.

,

'

(Crim.)

V,

1

S. vs.

S. vs.

Erwin

Fearrinz.
Dec.

111.

James

No. 12:i (Civ.) II ' S v"!
et a).
No. lit (Crim.) U. S. vs.

U:

m

ww

"it

nailored :
GARMENTS-

$25.00 up

CO.

East Side Plaza.

Doc. 13.
&
16.

No. 129

(Civ.)

v

consignment

SUITS

in Whip Cord and Serges. They should he here next week.
Keep your open for the announcement of their arrival. It
will pay you. We are going to turn them quick.

W
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riRV
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nn

School of Dancing- & Deportment
A Mrs. Test's Classes in Fireman's Hall
-

Chililren's Cluss liriins Siit.Oot an. :l p.m.
HiKh St'liuot .MiiLinee S:it. Oct. '0, p tu.
Adult Class. Kriiliiv. Nov. 1st, 8 tu n i. ui.
in.
SS,'UU)1V,
Tiiliiy. .s(iv. 1st. lo
'
Private
fjt'ssjus, l'';u:i'y Diuicing Tauflit
if
!

--

1'

si

HI

)

Snodju-assthe you t n
by the name said
"Well, then, is there any telegram

3. vs.' : sage

Murray.

Dec.
No. 97 (Civ.)
lerrera,
Adm. vs. St. Louis K. M. H. Pac. Ry.
--

;L''rin'L5f'ti?i,snnier!

New York City a large LADIES' AND MISSES'
of . .

1

llamin.
Glessen

SPECIAL SALE of the latest in Ladies' Misses' and Children's Cloaks. The lowest prices we have ever named.
V MTU ArVft WAIT Yt'fJ.nie purchased from the

A

g

THE W.

GOESEL

JULIUS H.GERDES

J

I

H.

we are right.

FOR ONE WEEK
s

Coats $20.00 up
Guaranteed

yourself that

a

;.W

A. Hamm,

Dec.

in

ihi;

STRICTLY

No. 21 (Cri'11.) V. S. vs.'
William Finn,
Dec. 11. No. A'. tCrim.) IT. S. v,
Donaciano Tafoya and .Jerome Troy.

n,.c.

and convince

125 Palace Ave.

i

iui.)

7 OU'LL AGREE

HIGH-CLAS-

i

cus-.e-

U.

Correct

Styles In

Lining.

AT SANTA FE.
U
The following
have lieen set
for trial here during the month ol
It.

Find the

Customers Send for jh
Samples and New Measurement u
"
Blanks, Box V 2.

m:

Court.

Dec.

You Will

I Made toLADIES,
Your Measure

America vs. Bastisti Ton', and Xo. 2:!,!
(Civ.) U. S. of America vs. P. il. S
lioone, dismissed owing to death of
defenilants. Col. George Y. Pricha''d

'

K3anaana

LADIES!

District .)ud',e William II.
Pope called the criminal and ciil
dockets hero yesterday. Tin; judge
ordered h special term of the I. S.
w .lxL'u be held
jTMstrict Court ot Xi
at Albuqfterque beginnim; .January 7.
In calling this special tunn the ven- ires for petit juries are ordered re- The court made
turnable January
an order that the venires for the petit.
jury of the October term. 1!.12, be ro-- i
turnable December 9.
The court transacted the following
business:
Case No. 11. V. s. of America vs.
Jose Lucero; Xo. 12, I'. S. of America y;' hi
vs. Aniceto Chaves, and Xo. 2:;, V. 3.
of America vs. Pablo Wiggins,
dismissed on motion of llie i'. S. Attorney. Xo. 10, (Civ.) V. &. of America vs. A. T. & S. F. R. R defendant
plead guilty to violation of the
law and a penalty of $im and cotits
U.

TELEPHONES.
Editor's office, 31 J.
Business office, 31 W.
;

and

o1.
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25, 1912.
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1

WITH WAYWARD

AND REST CONTENT.

One of the most com

Q'A I P plete modern homes in
UjTiiUL the city of Santa Fe.

FIVE ROOMS, SLEEPING PORCH, BATHHEAT, BEST OF LOCATIONS

the city marshal?"
Surprised at such a question, liie
For Price and Terms Inquire of
Dec. 18 No 101 (Civ.)
Hunker, i messenger boy was mystified until
a
when
VB
Trustee
telegram
yesterday afternoon,
Wiegand
Doc. 16. No. 144 (Civ.) Hart vs. I01 "iany words arrived In (he Santa
B.
Solicited
Your Patronage
Fo ofllee from tile Burns detective
f Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
agency stating:
Dec. 16. No. 145 (Civ.)
V3
17
"Watch out for Karl Snodgrass.
Norwich Union Ins. Co.
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
IP IT S REAL ESTATE, HAYWARD HAS IT.
; years of age, five feet six inches tall,
AT ALBUQUERQUE.
MAN A WITNESS.
NEWSPAPER
14S
dark
face,
B.
pounds,
pimply
The docket for the special term at weight
J.
LAMY,
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 25. Records
brown hair, blue eyes, light hat, gray
Albuaueroue is as follows:
taken by government
Jan. 8. No. 157 (Civ.) Nathan Bibo and blue suit; he left Kansas City!
of conferences held in the oniues of
for Santa Fe, and is wanted for for-vs. A. T. & S. P. Ry. Co.
the International
Association
of
gery.
May have $1000 in bills m a
a.
IT.
No.
142
Jan.
S.
for
(Civ.)
and
Structural Iron Workers
Bridge
money belt."
after the officials of that union had Use etc., vs. Anson.
With the oily nerve which, enabled
FURNITURE CO.
been indicted for alleged complicity
Jan. 9. No. 60 (Crim.) U. S. vs.
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
Two Acres in Orchard and
him to ask about telegrams sent to
with the McXamara brothers, were Pedro Perea.
!the marshal, Snodgrass is said to have!
; Eight-roo- m
Small
Jan. 10. No. 61 (Crim.J U. S. vs.
produced for identification at the dy
spent Wednesday in Santa Pe sight
Are Showing This Week
Other
namite conspiracy trial today.
Carlos Apodaca.
House,
and then to have O'jcisad that
10. No. 62 (Crim.) U. S. vs. seeing,
W. Douglass, a newspaper
Jan.
Ralph
:he needed a change of climate. Per-- '
A Complete Line of
Buildings.
man, was called to testify as to the Leopold Bibo.
he took a drop to sea level. The
haps
presence of a telephone "spy" system
Jan. 11. No. 82 (Crim.) U. S. vs. Burns detective
of
SIX AGRES ON ACEQU1A
agency and the mir-sha- l
ft! tllCl llninn
" me i niuu iieuuquariers.
or two Dilgadillo.
of
Fe
Santa
would like, to know
Trees in Bearing.
months government
in Alialfa and 18
Jan. 13. Nu. 134 (Civ.) Tony Peca-ni- c where he has gone and if they find
stenographers'
hidden
in
a
recorded!
room
below,
Mile from
out it is a certainty he will receive
by Guardian vs. A. T. & S. P.
All; Under
what was said in the Iron Workers'!
Jan. 15. No. 151 (Civ.) Frank Pec- - a telegraphic summons.
office.
carich vs. Victor Am. "Fuel Co.
LOW PRICE TO PURCHASER IF TAKEN AT ONCE
.. Douglass .said the
ound receiver
Jan. 16. No. 1S5 (Civ.) Josefita G.
was under President Frank M.
CGNWAVSTAVS
Ryan's de Sidello vs. A. T. & S. P.
desk.
Secretary Herbert S. Hockin
Jan. 20.. No. 149 (Civ.) Hoggson
. RIGHT ON JOB
was in the same room at the desk
Bros. vs. 1st Nat'l. Bk. of Roswell.
formerly occupied by J. J. McXamara,
FOR SCHOOLS
Jan. 22. No. 188 (Civ.) Toiuasita
the confessed dynamiter.
Cordova de Carillo vs. A. T. & S. V.
The government announced that the
John V. Conway, Santa Fe county's
Jan. 23. No. 199 (Civ.) Adams vs.
UNDERTAKING A
stenographers' reports are to be read Long.
school superintendent, is right on the
Phone; Red 189.
to the jury late today.
Jan. 24. No. 201 (Civ.) Cliurlys job for more and better schools. He
:
.
1M:
ci
incJan i?rrantutu
returned yesterday from Stanley and
;
Fowler vs. A. T. & S. F.
1 19
ubhio itr t,
WRITERS ACQUITTED.
g
Jan. 27. No. 203 (Civ.) W. H, reports that he has created a new
scnool district there to be Known as
Hartman vs. A. T. & S. F.
Peoria, 111., Oct. 25 The jury in
Jan. 28. No. 19 (Civ.) Brown vs. A. "Baros" it being No. 37. There are
l
the case of Myron Jordan of Rock T. & S. F.
thirty pupils there of school age and X The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
our
Island, 111., indicted by the federal
creatV
COLPLblfc
had
not
new
this
district
'Gamble
been
insrect
in
and
Citv
Store
28.
Rest
No.
20 (Civ.)
.lewelrv
the
Jan.
vs A.
j jury on the
ed, many of them could not have got'
charge of sending obscene T. & S. F.
$1 LINE of
literature through the mails, returnten to school this year. The directors
ARTICLES FILED.
ed a verdict of not guilty today.
Articles of incorporation were filed are O. A. East, E. L. Williams and
Jordan, who is employed as a staff in the state secretary's office today Miguel Pino. They are good men and
This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
editorial writer on the Rock Island by the Torrance County Fair asso- will conduct a good school in their
we carry two desirable patterns, the
Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.
License Numbers,
Mrs.
News, was indicted
Kilebecker, formerly a
together with ciation, at Willard, with E. M. Brickiey
AND THE BRIDE'S BOQUET.
DIANA
.John Looney, editor and publisher of as statutory agent. The officers and teacher In the Indian service, has been
Next Door to Postofflce.
San Frncisco
the paper, following an attack on May- directors of the association are C. D. employed to teach the children.
Reliable
or Schriever, of that city, depicting, Ottosen, president; R. L. Hitt, vice- Stuet
"I have only one object in view this
an alleged debauch of the mayor while president;: E. M. Brickiey, secretary year," said Mr. Conway, "and that is
on a visit to Peoria with a party of jand treasurer; P. L. Rapkoch,
Ben to
give to the county of Santa Fe the
Donlin, Anthony Stanton, J. R. Mc-- I very best school
friends.
year in its history. No
Kinley, L. E. Herndon.
school, no matter how remote, will
CAPITOL NOTES.
have less than five months of school,
Governor McDonald is reported (o which Is
something to accomplish unKAUNE
be
same.
exeabout
is
the
He
at the
SO. cutive mansion.
der our present condition. I am going
SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO
Chief Clerk Rupert F. Asplund of to leave Monday to make arrangethe department of education has gone ments for a new school district a
Where Prices'
Lowest to Las Vegas. Superintendent White Cundiyo. Any old time you show me
the children, you can get a school.
will likely follow this evening.
for Safe Quality.
State Secretary Lucero is in Albu- That's my motto and race, politics or
religion cut no ice on that proposiquerque and will return Sunday.
tion. I have only one horse which is
A TRANSPORTATION
PROBLEM.
GASK1LL and Mac V1TTY (Inc.)
The (jtate corporation commission inadequate as I want to be on the road
OFFERS
has taken up the matter of local and all winter, but I expect to buy a team
NEW MEXICO.
jcint passenger transportation withm of good strong horses and to attend
A NEW PRODUCTION OF HUMAN INTEREST
E. LAS VEGAS,
Do Not Overlook the Quality the state of New Mexico and has to my job and attend to it right."
summoned all the railroads to send
Just as well as quantity, the quality representatives to a meeting at the
The Great New York, Chof every article sold by us must be corporation commission's offices at
Returns !
Accurate Work-Qu- ick
right and our guarantee goes with 10 a. m. November 12, "to show
icago and Boston Success
every purchase. If not right, let us cause why the commission should not
order such carriers to put in force
know and you get your money back
mileage tickets in denomination of
130 per 1,000 miles travel, and $75
per 3,000 miles travel, interchangeDo
able upon all lines operating within
the state of New Mexico, and to carry
the usual free baggage feature as proFOUNDED ON AN EMBLEM OF PURITY.
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
vided for in tariffs for Joint tickets,
.SI.. By EDWARD E. ROSE 'iLI
and to be placed on sale at all ticket
Fire, Life, Accident,
offices
of
tho
different
carriers
You
PLAY, CAST,
Plate Ulass,' Etc.Etc.
within the state of New
said
be
to
Mexico,
mileage tickets
11
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Eest
made good on all trains which carry
AND SERMON
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
passengers, and for a period of one
ESTATE
Written and Staged by the Author of More Successes Than
We have just unloaded another car year from date of issue, and all un
used
of
Any Other Playwright in the World.
said
portions
mileage tickets,
of the celebrated Boss Patent Flour.
W
9
ST.
after
date
OASPER
to
be
of expiration,
redeem104 DON
Telephone
You know the quality of that brand
able by the issuing carriers for the
City Property, Farms,
is not excelled and equalled by, well
SEATS ON SALE AT FISCHER DRUG CO.'S
race value or such unused portion m
Qjrchar4
Ranches,
we have yet to see its equal.
lieu of transportation in favor of the
$1.00 and $1.50
Prices,
Land; GrantsJjHtJc!
thereof."
purchaser
town.
a
live
makes
A live paper
COLORADO WHITE POTATOES
We are jnakin a live paper. Read It.
a full car, the quality the best. Bet- THIS YOUTH HAD
320 ACRE RANCH
ter get a couple of sacks In the cellar
AN OILY NERVE
while you can get the right quality
WE WILL MAIL YOU $1
all
under
fence,
good
improve"
is
low.
and the price
JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor
for each Set of old False Teeth send us.
ments, lots of water. Fine hay
Is there a telegram for me, boy?
Of
Highest prices pi. Id for old Gold, Silver,
old Watches, Broken Jewelry and Pre18
farm
land
and
land
The
was
a
a
fine
under
with
speaker
youth
cious Stones.
MONBY SEND BY RETURN MAIIj
years of age, attired In a gray and
crop on it and about 40 head of
CO.
&
REFINING
PHILA. SMELTING
blue suit, with a leather valise in his
cattle. Six miles from railroad H.
194 W., Room U
KAUNE & GO hand.
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS
He was standing near the Kit Telephone
7 miles from the mountain.
and
863 Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa.
as
Carson
monument
the
messenger
Famil Trade Supplied.
Sell at a bargain. Address,
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
boy wheeled by, carrying a handful
TO DENTISTS
Lowest
Prices
Where
FRANK
SANTA FE, N. M.
DAVIS,
259 San Francisco St.
of yellow envelopes.
We will buy your Gold Fillings, Gold Scraps
- NEW MEXICO
and Platinum. Highest prices paid.
V
for Safe Quality,
Moriorty, N. M.
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Will the gentleman from Dona Ana
yield for a question?
Them two old cannon
came yet.

PHONES:

have

THE

BYSTANDER

(4)

not

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN,
HOWDY:
State of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe. ss. ps. and nb.
I being first duly cussed and sworn
AN ADUANCE
at, hereby disposeth as follows, to- rim nrnnwgi is iriadu for organizing Western Reserve umveisitj Q wit: Henceforth, etc., do solemnly and
Cleveland and other local colleges into the University of Cleveland.
with becoming dignity and ordinary
The city is interested as a matter of government, as well as education- truthfulness, do certify that on yesally.
terday, October 24, 1912, the circula
sees many lists tion of the Santa
.New .Mexican
Tim
itv
ministration, nrocressive and
a gan over the day preCM- to which such a university might be put in serving the city government, was
ing of two, and that today, October
Froblems of sanitation, public health, water supply, nuance, aniuheuu-mthe institu- 25, 1312, the list stands 1117, again
transportation, park forestry, lighting, paving, agriculture for
tional farms, progress in government, city morals, civic righteousness all of two over the day preceding. They
these are matters in which a great university may. could, would and should are paid for, came in by mail, no one
asked for them. Ten came in eight
help.
Other universities, especially in the west, are doing such work for their went off, some of them because they
were politely requested to remit oy
states.
of Uncle Sam's regulations.
reason
in
functions
chief
of
its
one
The University of Wisconsin performs
Signed:
of the state
betterment
to
the
its
of
services
specialists
the
great
giving
THE OLD CODCJEU.
made
has
It
made
the
great.
has
university
This
activity
government.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
the state illustrious.
this 25th day of October, 1912.
"""Cleveland has the opportunity of becoming the first city to matriculate
BY. HECK.
in its own university.
Notorious Public.
in this germinal
My commission has not expired yet.
Only in a dim way do we see the possibilities of growth
VV

Time Is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines Its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank is not living on Its History
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Exeffected.
Telegraphic
change Sales and Purchases
transfers of money made.
It Is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
g

Viejco. Uncle Tom?

El Chanate del Condado
Que no?
Miguel.
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Organized in 1870.

our cannon did not get confiscated.
Yes we got burned. Sure we did.
Now and then some fellow had a
SEES IT
finger blown off, or even an am, but
not a season passes that some chap
doesn't get mutilated or killed on the
THE DARKEST HOUR.
football field, and every day in iho
nil
find
The darkest hour is when you
of Deposit.
year somebody gets battered in an
your coin is spent
Confer with our officers in regard to your banking
or an aeroplane
And nothing but your timepiece stands automobile wreck
business.
spills him -- and the law doesn't say a
between you and the rent;
You never know its value till
B. READ,
FRANK McKANE,
you word.
paw tne 0i,j tning 0er
They went and shut off the boys'
Assistant Cashier
Cashier.
As you stand beneath the shadow of fire crackers and cannon by legal en
FOUR PER CENT
Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS
actment and yet let any man who
the Bloomy pawnshop door.
!
fill
and
a
Cincinnati Enquirer.
wants to, go and buy
pistol
anyone full of lead, when the spirit
you find move8 them to it. So there are some
The darkest hour is when
the team three runs behind
inconsistencies in the law, too. You've
And batsmen cleave the atmosphere noticed that, haven't you, boys.
as if they had gone blind,
The Fourth of July isn't worth get- EDDY DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
You never knew the value of a solid
OF
MANUFACTURER
up early for any longer. They
ting
three-basclout
won't let a fellow make any noise,
Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
I" nl il the bags are filled with waiting
They might as well abolish the day as
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
men and two are out.
to abolish the clamor and uproar.
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
Birmingham
It's nice to hear the Declaration of
Both Native and German town Wool Used.
some disSend for Price List and Full Information.
The darkest hour is when you find Independence read, and hea.'
his
relieve
orator
system
tinguished
of
devoid
dome
themes,
119 Don Gaspar Avenue.
your
When nothing seems to make a joke of a few gems of thought, clothed in
effulgent diction, but it used to be
in spite of all your schemes;
I
... "WPfiiMiF rGUnmB8rYr-i- m, itfTTT IIIIMMI I
..
You take your shears and pen and add fun to make a noise, too.
for early
onto some other's stock
So, with the inspiration
(The darkest hour is passing now
rising eliminated on the "Fourth,"
5: 13 o'lock.)
there's only Christinas and circus day
Buffalo News. left, that offer any inducement to
leave that comfortable bed earlier
The darkest hour, we think, is when than other people, and the popular
the wife of any man
hour is not before G:30 a. in.
Finds when he comes in off the road
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
a dainty, fragile fan
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
In his inside coat pocket;
HOTEL ARRIVALS
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
oh, the
wicked ways of men!
PALACE.
It's time for us to go home and exLEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
A. Wr. Cohen, Denver.
plain that fan again.
M. L. Fox, Albuquerque.
Houston Post.
Tom Lea, El Paso.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
The darkest hour, oh, I can name
E. R. Wright, City.
and mark it for you well.
Samuel Hodges, Albuquerque.
American Plan, $2.50 and up.
It's when from slumber deep you
A. A. Senecal, City.
wake to hear the baby yell;
E. D. Fowler, Las Vegas.
And wifie says: "I've tried and tried
R. B. Snickley, New York City.
but cannot stop his roar,
George A. C. Bodenhausen, St.
You'll have to put your bath robe
Mo.
Joseph,
floor."
to
walk the
or
on, then start
Rooms en suite
Mr. and Mrs. M. K. Bouter, Milwau
Detroit Free Press.
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PALACE
SANTA FE, N.
M.

idea.
The immense thing in it lies in the fact that it looks toward the utilization of the work of the schools.
For the students of such schools are set to work upon actual problems.
They are not doing work for cultural purposes only. They are performing
productive labor. The school work is no longer imitation of life, but life
itself.
How much more worth while is the work, educationally, when the student knows that something of everlasting significance is shaping itself in h.s
or her hands?
kee.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
And what a quantity of social work there is to do, in city and country!
of
F. L. Harrod, Denver.
The darkest hour is when you find
Keeping accounts, cooking, testing seeds, testing soils, keeping records
cold
rooms. Hot
water,
T. H. Thompson, Los Angeles.
machinery a thousand things
crops, (locks and herds, operating socially-useyour wife's bought her fall hat.
1. May, Cincinnati.
in
dometsic
in
manual
steam
electric
of
courses
to
training,
strict
study
and all according
You realize your pocket book is level
MONTEZUMA.
as a mat.
economy, in technical science, in agriculture.
LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
John
Brown,
Jr., San Bernardino.
will
milliner
Too
the
well
know
25.
N.
Deer
Oct.
you
Cleveland as a city, and Wisconsin as a state, are pushing reetily at tne
M.,
Macintoah,
E.
W.
Kelly,
soon
a
Washington.
immensities.
the
bill;
present
gates which open into
Mister Cutting," writes the Old Cod
0
Frank Bond, Washington.
howe'er oft she's dunned you
ger, "I hev got over tu this yere place That
owe
know
still.
Walter A. Piers, Denver.
her
you
you'll
I
et
Into
en
Stuffer
mister
hev sent
SQUARE DEAL
Al MatUieu, Albuquerque.
which
two
Fee,
subscriptshuns
Santy
the
principle I
When Theodore Roosevelt was president he enunciated
GETTING UP.
D. K. Calyer, Lawton, Okla.
hev tuk. One es fur a dollur en tu
of a square deal.
we hear some one say he or
Often
C. G. Ackerman, Albuquerque.
dollars.
five
es
fur
bits en th othur
she just loves to get up early in the
That is, today, the fundamental principle of the progressive party.
Mrs. C. Scheurer, New York.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
Them fellers et Mority hev treated
to breathe the crisp, invigIn the enunciation of that principle there is not.a note of demagogy; nt
Mrs. S. Sinn, New York.
morning
tu
a
es
me
Roosefelt
goin
alright.
a suggestion of revolutionary intent; hot an indication of an iconoclastic
orating air, to gaze upon the wealth
W. H. Wickham, Las Vegas.
HOME
a git a rite smart vote thur pol darn et. of beautiful
L. B. VickRoy, Las Vegas.
colorings, to see the countendency; not a desire for a change of government, from a republic to
Roosenot
fur
While
air
pussonly
of
the
progressive
monarchy. There is nothing of this kind in the principles
try as it appears at no other time of
D. D. VickRoy, Las Ti'gas.
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
felt, I hev got tu admit thet they air day.
party.
H. W. Coole, Detroit.
I
sum
wus
him which
sum
fur
fellers
Mountain
want
is
We
all
the
It
That
listens good
Rocky
We just want a square deal. That's all.
right.
L. V. Hoffman, Philadelphia.
private baths. Electric light. Steam Heat,
at. How sum ever, I air a pay-i- and
when
you
get
your
and Pacific and corporations of that character to assume their share of supris
occasionally
Denver.
L.
Central Location.
Lewkowitz,
s
no attenshun tu th politikal
nerve strung up to the early rising
the taxation burden, no more, no less.
M. B. McKee, Topeka.
.
but air a tryin to git subskrip-shunsWe want the land grant hogs who have been strangers to the tax roll
pitch, it works out all right. I cannot
THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
Large Sample Rooms.
I
air a do,-- tolurbul fair. I help noticing, however, that there is P. L. O'Brien, Chicago.
to get acquainted with it and to give the great tracts of New Mexico lands a
T. J. Lynch, San Diego.
I
hev
whom
Bill
met
hev
Macintosh
not any discomforting stir on the
chance to be cultivated.
Frank Voos, Denver.
on thurty years en streets of Santa
We want immigration here, such as would ,come if the land grants knowed fur nigh
Fe, by early risers,
Mrs. C. H. Wiggitt, Albuquerque.
L
I
over
tu
a
air
yere
lay
tuday
goin
before C:30 a. m.
could be dragged out of courts, and opened to honest, active, progressive
CORONADO.
9
his
him
tu
out
with
am
fur
I do not hear any throngs passing on
agoin
settlers.
W. K. Sharpe, Carson.
ranch. He ses to me, he ses, ses he, the side walk in front of our house
We want organized greed disorganized.
'
John Stafford, Espanola.
wus
et
es
not
whut
biznus
th
sheep
prior to about that hour. There does
We want an honest and just assessment of New Mexico properties where
C. S. Rawles, City.
In this yere valley fur them idjoots not seem to be
any cavalcade of
the average citizen has a chance with the selfish corporationist.
Ed Delgado, City.
hev
ployed up too much ov th land equestrians going out on the heigh is
We want supervision of legislative proceedings by a few men who make
L. Fonville, City.
'
es
he
et
ses
he
tu
but
me,
ses,
to
maybe
the
get
scenery.
a temporary residence in Santa Fe each legislative session, abolished.
It. Skatas, City.
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED?
while I were not at
It may be that conditions are such
jist es.......well fur Ua4EUROPEAN.
We want juggling with the tax rolls by political prestidigitators nullified, 1...4
.........
......
1.4
Uaw
.I....!
"
up to the G:30 or thereabouts hour,
'
G. W. Larson, El Paso.
We want the people to have a chance in the management of their own
"
that I would not notice a passerby,
J""t
bosses
to
band
of
a
not
be
governed
dictated
and
John J. Travis, Delta, Colo.
by
business,
"
if there were really any number
'""
I"""1"
J. E. Stillman, Delta, Colo.
by selfish motives, looking only to their own interests.
"7""' but
km
th -e- ep
enuf stuff
of those who want to see the sunrise,
In other words, we want a square deal.
J. W. Scott, El Paso.
en
in
a
thet
tolerbul
fair
bizness
we
as
air
watch "rosy fingered Aurora,"
0
MOULTON-ESP- E
COMPAN Y
George Piersons, Pueblo.
industry en etself, he ses tu me, he uised to read the classic poems back
F.
W.
Pueblo.
Gailbraith,
ses. Fur he ses thet now they air a in the college class rooms, they're
I MINK I I UVLK
th lams tu Colorady tu th very secretive about it.
Think things over carefully during the next ten days, Mr. oter.
SANTA FE, N. M
shippin
GENERAL AGENTS.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Are you con- Sand Looey valley fur tu feed 'em
Are you satisfied with the conditions in New Mexico?
At about G:::0 a. m. I see now and
vinced that you are getting a square deal in the matter of taxation, or that when they hed orter be a. feedin them then an individual pass with a lunch .
Department of the Interior, V. S.
corporations of the character of the Rocky Mountain and Pacific are stand- tu hum en a makin thet much more. bucket, but I notice that most people
Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mex.,
.
their
share?
en
a
old
en
me
ing
He
times
air renewin
are enjoying a comfortable session
HALL & HALL, " THE INSURANCE MEN," THE
Do you believe in the further dictation of the
selfishly a hevln quite a talk fest. I wish ef wim ineir goou menu iuuiimeua uy iu
co.
Notice is hereby given that Florea-ciof Pittsburg, Pa., writing the most liberal Life Insurance Contracts.
creed v bosses who have had no thought of your interests, but who have yu git time thet yu wud run over tu about the above mentioned hour.
Sanchez, of Kennedy, New MexThe Ocean Accident & Guarantee Corporation SfSe-Sri'pK?looked carelully alter their own.' uo you oeiieve in naving a supemsiuii
my place en yure orter en see ef thet Earlv rising may be all right, but not
bility, Plate Glass and Automobile Insurance.
your legislature in the future bucU as has been so openly brazen in the past,jfeep , hey eft thur air a feedin th
diej Most of you tIllnk ico, who, on August 24, 1908, made
Homestead Entry No.
by men who .were paid for the service they were expected to give?
The Equitable Surety Company of st' LoulSi XMeulf SLSST" ot Surety
chickuns like I tol him tu do. I air!so too, whether you admit it or not. for E
5 and 6, Section
SW
Lots
IH) you not think it is high time for a settlement of titles to New a trifle WOrried over them thur chic-- !
of
Time was, when as a kid, we all
1
ft TrtU'nchin
T? o r rrct
XVv4T
0 Tfoar
CAPITAL CITY
GENERAL AGENTS
HALL & HALL KOOM21,BANK
Mexico land grants, and that they get on the tax roll lor tneir snare or uie kuns
.
n not afford tu lose no us were ready to get up at any old v
j
BLUG.
',,,,
,.J
haa
,.Tov
taxes?
more ov them, en thefs a fac by heck."; hour on certain eventful days. Circus
of
intention
to
make
threc
notjce
Do you not think bona fide settlers who would come to this state ro
day was one. wasn c it iun to see me year Proof, to establish claim to the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
5, Township 10 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
make homef. should have the opportunity, instead of being kept off from the
CHILD KIDNAPPED.
show come in? You only saw it about land above described, before
Register
P. Meridian; has filed notice of intenlands that are held out from the market by motives of selfish interest ard
once a year and it never lost its or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, nt
r
of the Interior,
tion to make
proof, to estabgreed?
Elwood City, 1 , Oct. 25. While novelty. It's fun yet.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 6th day Department
S. Land Office at
to
lish
claim
above
land
U.
the
described,
Do you not think it time that the people of New Mexico should have a on her way home from school yester-- ;
Christmas morning has a tendency of December, 1912.
before Register and Receiver, U. S.
Santa Fe. N. M., Sept. 12, 1912.
voice in the management of their affairs, and to rid themselves of arrogant day,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ethel Barr, daughter to make sleep a burden too, to the
Notice is hereby given that Reyes Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
boss control?
Pablo Sanchez. Noherto
Torres, Valencia, of
of William Barr, cf Franklin township, younger set. There Is something
Kennedy, X. M., who, on or. tho Sth day cf November, 1912.
This is for you to say on the fifth day of November.
Julian Garcia, Hipolito Roibal, all of
Beaver county, was kidnapped by two mighty enticing about it, but for
as witnesses:
Claimant names
1909, made Homestead
12th,
April
Think it over.
It is thought she was taken hood, at least there was no day in Kennedy, New Mexico.
NE
No. 09579 i
Sectiou Emilio Gonzales, Pedro Rivera, Cres-tin- o
0
Entry
R.
MANUEL
OTERO.
the year like
to Pittsburgh.
13 N., Range 8 E., N. M.
Rivera, Enrique Rivera, all of
24,
Register. P. Township
THE FOURTH OF JULY.
Mrs Howard Hazen. with whom!
A UATF FOR THE PRGGRESS1UE PARTV
Meridian, has filed notice of in- Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTER,
Of course, the kids of today don't
tention to make Final Three Year
A vote for the progressive party is a blow at the machine and boss- - Barr and his daughter lived, attemptNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ed to rescue the child, and the two know so much of the intense joys of
to establish claim to the land
Register.
ridden system that has shamed us for a generation.
Proof,
09703.
No.
,
A vote for the progressive party is a blow for modifications in the ma-- abductors threw red pepper in her the "Fourth" as we boys of the last
before Harry C.
above
described,
TT.
S.
Department of the
U. S. Commissioner, at Stanley,
chinery of government which will help the people to control more effectually face. Barr and his wife separated a generation did. There were no laws Land Office at Santa Interior,
Let Him Know It If you are out ot
Fe, N. M., Sept. N. M., on the 4th
of November, a
the acts and agencies of their own government.
year ago, and in the divorce proceed- day
you must let the employer
position,
'
'
'
A vote for the progressive party is a blow for a definite program oi ing8 he got the custody of his daugh- - We could stuff the little cannon which
1912.
know it. A want advertisement in the
Isotice Is hereby 8lven that E- - A
social and industrial justice, reaching the living and working conditions ter. At that time the mother declared a few of us owned in common, with
as witnesses: ness and
Claimant names
professional mn in the city
mon Leonard, of Santa Fe. N. M.. who
of toiling men and w omen.
Polito Hoybal, of Kennedy, N. M.; nd county and a great many in the
sie WOuld get possession of the child. rras nnrl nn,nrt it down with a ham- - on April
o
Homestead
20,
made
1909,
Julian Romero, of Kennedy, N. M.; state. If you have any special talnier, onto more powder than was
No. 09703, for Lots 1, 2, 3, i,
j
SNEEZING BURSTS ARTERY.
Abalino
Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M., ent, do not hide tt under a bushel.
Winona, Washington, is to raffle bachelors to the highest bidder in!
proper, set it off in the village street. Entry
Sec. 2, Lot 1, Sec. 3, Township 16 N..
the matrimonial market. Experience has taught that the purchase of a
Trinidad
and
Hamilton. Ohio, October 25. Jose- - with a roar and rebound that busted
Martinez, of Hyer, N. M.
9 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has;
MANUEL R. OTERO,
maker of Vine store windows, and then run like Ty Range
partner in the marriage game is not usually successful. It has been thor-- ' pn Leugers,
filpri nntlfo nt Intontinn in mcilra 3
It will not pay you to waste your
street was stricken with a rare and Cobb rounding third, laughing till wejvfnp PlW tn efit!lWlEh pla,m fo thH
oughly tried out in America.
Register.
time writing out your legal form
peculiar disease today, when, in sneez- - fciqly staggered.
;land
above Ascribed before Register
when you can get them already printYV e could
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
fire the cannon right in or
If cranks and maniacs were not permitted to purchase pistols, life in ing he burst an artery in his head
S Land Office, Santa
neceivei.(
ed at the New Mexican Printing
America would be held less cheaply. It seems to be about the only thing which caused a hemorrhage into the front of the house of some fellow F6( New ji'exic0 on yje 15th 'day ol Department of the Interior.
Company.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
that is cheap in this era of Bill Taft's prosperity.
semicircular canal to his right ear.
against whom we had a grudge, hoot November, 1912.
0
New Mexico, Sept 20, 1912.
Leugers is unable to move a muscle sarcastically at him as he raised the. Claimant names as witnesses:
It will not pay you to waste your
Notice is hereby given that Toribio
George S. Tweedy. Charles A. Ser
Says a learned physician: "Resolve to lire' one hundred years and you and is suffering from such a severe window, stuck out his night capped
can do it." Not until they put a quietus cn the automobile speed fiend.
attack of dizziness that persons walk- head and hurled anathemas at us in j Jngo, T. P. Delgado, Damasio Mon Gonzales, of Pecos, New Mexico, 'who time writing out your legal forms
on August 26, 1907, made Homestead when you can get them already print0
tcya, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
ing across the sick room cause him in- language unfit for publication
for Lots ed at the New Mexican Printing
as
all
be
could
MANUEL
We
R.
application. No.
is
His
OTERO,
tense
condition
noisy
day
is
know
wealth
a
just
suffering.
burden. We
Mrs. Russell Sage complains that her
6
Section Company. iLJ4ljiSLija.flHjiJJ
Lot
and
1
2.
Section
4,
and
we
not
as
so
and
did
Register
get caught
long
thought to be critical.
where she can unload some of it.

Meals, 50 Cents.
with

and
heat,

d

without private bath.
running
lights.
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In spite ofj would not mole, and the clutch was!
There might!
the injuries he stuck in the muffler.
!is now doing nicely, though lie will be other troubles, but he did not;
Anyway the darned uUU
bo confined to his bed for some lint". notice them.
machine was stuck, and J (ramble:
-- Silver City Independent.
'wanted some one to come and :;et
KICKED BY HORSE
.nr. w anuce
uie i.iu--i
Nathan Smith, son of Captain Smith nun.
.and brother of .Mrs. L. L. Roberts, eral's Ford car, took a coil of rope.
and started for the mountains. Half;
was badly mangled late yesterday
at Upham He had just lus-- i a mile before lie got to uie machine
seed a steer and as the horse stopped he found Mr. Ownby standing by the
the jerk of the steer pulled the sad- side of a burning soto. trying to got
From there to the machine
dle niul rMfir linHur tlio tinrsii the warm.
Irene patching Nathan in such a wuv eveO' uoto on each sid of the road
He found the ma- that he could not extricate himself had been burned.

Start Your Baby
With Sound Health
Regular Bowel Movement From Childhood on Forestalls Future
Serious Diseases.
We cannot all start life with the advantage of money, but very child
born is entitled to the heritage of
good health. Through unfortunate
Ignorance or carelessness in the feeding of a baby its tiny stomach may become deranged. The disorder spreads
to the bowels and before the mother
realizes it the two chief organs on
which the infant's comfort and health
depend are causing it great suffering.
If the condition is allowed to continue
grave ailments often result.
There is, however, no occasion for
alarm, aid the sensible thing to do
but it should be done instantly is
to give the baby a small dose of a mil
laxative-tonic- .
In the opinion of a
great many people, among them such
persons as the mother of
Floyd Robertson, 130 S. 11th street,
Lincoln, Neb., and Mrs. C. L. Williams,
Bridgeport, Wash., the proper remedy
is Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. It is a
pleasant-tastinlaxative, which every
persons likes. It is mild,
and contains that most excellent of all
digestants, pepsin.
This remedy is especially intended
-- l.,l,l
lul "Ha"", uunuieu.
women, oiu peo- pie and all others to whom harsh
cathartics, salt waters, pills, etc., are
In fact, in the common
disorders of life, such as constipation,
liver trouble, indigestion, biliousness,
headaches, and the various other disorders of the stomach, liver and bowels nothing is more suitable than this
mild laxative-tonic- ,
Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin.
Two generations of people are using

'

uun-uwc-

r1

FLOYD

A

I.

ROBERTSON

it today, and thousands of families
kecp it constantly in the house, for
every member of the family can use it.
It can be obtained of any druggist at
fifty cents or one donar a bottle, the
laltn. 1m.!k
one luuugnii oy ianii- ".iiS
ues who already know its value.
If no member of your family has
ever used Syrup Pensiu and vou would
like to make a personal trial of it be-- ,
fore buying it in the resrinar wnv
- " nf a.
uiugBiHi, senu your aaaress a postal
will do to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 415
Washington St., Monticello, 111., and
a free sample bottle will be mailed
you. Results are always guaranteed
01 money will be refunded.

!

SUICIDE.

Last Saturday night in front of the
local telephone oflice of which he was
in charge, Earnest B. Herring stabbed
himself in the heart with a pair of
scissors, dying a few moments later
from the effect of the self inflicted
wound. Ill health, overwork and
tal derangement are given as the
causes for his sad death. Mr. Uer- ,.jnp- fnr several flavs lmrl been lahnr- ing under a strain according to his
fellow employes, but it was hoped
that when the pressure of his office;
"""ties had been adjusted
that he
1,1
l.
1..
an. 11
asoui.
iwi i uib
came here a few weeks ago to take
c',arS of tlie local office from
car'i New Mexico, where he had had
several years' experience in telephone
work.
He was of a cheerful, kind
.
imiuic unu imu maw: mauj
menus in nis snort stay, and was
joined by his wife but a few days be-- j
fore the end. The nature of Mr.!
Herring's death filled the community
with much regret and surprise, and
their sympathies are extended to his
wife, children and parents in the
bereavement. Carrizozo Outlook.

From 39 to 62 degres was the range
of the thermometer yesterday with an
average relative humidity of 5s peri
cent. There was a trace of rain in
the afternoon and the day was partly
cloudy.

FOR

j

SCOTT

Trade-Mar-

New Yol.k 0ct 2r.. It won't be long,
before the sight in New York of a
woman specialfst in steel construction,
directing the work from a dizzy height,
will be an ordinary one, while the
woman builder, with her cohorts of

t
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TURKISH

Houses furnished or
to M. A. Ortiz,

Apply

Reg-

new.

WANTED
TO BUY A cooking
range not smaller than six hole and
in good condition.
Address "C" this
office.
FOR RENT Beautiful unfurnished
flat, 3 rooms and bath, neiv
range, fine location. Ceo. M. Kinsel",
v.
Phone
n ode

12--

'!

TYPEWRITERS.
adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and suj
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanges
and rented. Standard makes handled.
11
repair work and typewriters guaranteed. Santa Fe Typiwriter Ex- change. Phone 231.
Cleaned,

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION,

of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department
rn-- .
t........ 7.- - .ew
it...
unite hi ouillil
MtJ, Oct.
re,
x-

10, llllC.

!

Notice is hereby given that Walter
Kraul, of Santa Fe, New Mexico, who,
oi. October 23, ItMl!), made. Homestead
Entry No. 011DUU for Lots 4, 5 and 6
of Section 0, Township 1G N., Range
10 13., and on March 20, 1912, made
additional homestead entry No. 01GM2
for Lot 1 of Section 1, Township 16
N., Range 9 U., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
three-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the
22d dav of November. 1!)12.
Claimant names as wifnpHRefi Crii- ,olml Garcia, Licolas Griego, Crespin
Gallegos, Eustaouis
Tadilla, all ol
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

11

"

PI ACL STRENGTH

--

SALE National
Cash
two drawers practically
O. C. Watson & Co.

MANUEL

R.

OTERO,
Regi iter.

FOR PUBLICATION.

NOTICE

Department or the Interior, U. S.
Land Oflice, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
October 21, 1!U2.
Notice is hereby given that Epitacio
Salaz, of Cuba, New Mexico, who, on
Hold, j;h ., made Small
for SVV
ing Claim No.

BALKAN DAVID HAS LICKED TURK GOLIATH AGAIN AN D AGAIN.
Great Tsernagora!

FOR KENT

unfurnished.
Court House.
FOR

CLOSE CALL.

J. Leland's face is showing some
of the results of the hunting trip
which he took last week with a number of other local sportsmen.
Part
COMMANDER OF GREEK FORCES.
of a charge of shot from Oliver
Smith's gun accidentally struck him
in ine race, one shot missing
thei
corner of his left eye by less than an
inch, and another penetrating
his
cheek. His friends are congratulat-- . CROWN PRINCE CONSTANTIXE OF IE
it
GREECE
AND LITTLE DAUGHing him on his narrow escape, and
he may consider that he got off very) TER, YOUNGEST OF HIS FIVE
CHILDREN.
lucky. Roswell Record.
C.

W.

ister

gave the same information regarding
himself. The men are the Munsey
twins, said to be the oldest twins in
the world. They walked from their
farms at West liaylon to register, and
afterwards walked back, a distance ot
four miles.
Dead,
Thomas Edison's Mother-in-laThomas A. Edison left West Orange
Monday night for Akron, ()., where
the death of Mrs. Lewis Miller, mother
1....
PiUiHiMl,
ucciii eu o
" .11n..s. 1...1:
Mrs. Edison was at her mother's bed-;ide when the end came. Her death!
ill. caused bv a complication of
diseases. Before his deuaitnre Mr.
Edison said he would be back in West
Orange in all probability Tuesday
night.
Miss Ceraldine W. Anthony, an author of bacteriologist of note, is dead
here after a long illness. After her
graduation from Bernard she wrote
many short stories and novels, includ-and "The Victim
ing
of Cirsaimstanees."
"Your boy has burned to death," a
lad shouted to Mrs. .lohn I. Kenned
of Yonkers. She swooned.
When re- vived she was told a mistake had been
made and her son was safe. Then
she died.
Despite the Sullivan Law, making
carrying concealed weapons a felony,
an increase in tlie number of murders
is shown here by statistics for the
first year under the law.
"Foiir-in-Haud-

'J'.U)

Two story residence on
GOX240 feet. O. C!

FOR SALE

SCOTT'S EMULSION to progress.
& llinvxii,

cow.

milch

good

Falace avenue. Lot
Watson & Co.

ruddy and rosy bubbling with energy
and vim at all times, you owe them
SCOTT'S EMULSION- - nature's concentrated nourishment to build body, bone,
muscle and brain.
Children need

SALE--- A

Phone Bishop's ranch,

If your children are not rugged and

The suit of Mrs Esther Primrose of
Mount Vernon against her husband,
Ceorge primrose, Hie minstrel, lor a
separation with alimony is to be tried
,
Mrs. Primrose says she's!
js week
K' ii niiKirei
wiui
iiirouun
lor uooti
'
I'mniiiinn lirtpU-t- vei-- ' nl'iutoruru
r. una, .
or no. hue
aiWayH, separation
.
will
steamfiuers.
and
have!
i. penters
11U
HaCL--l La 111,11.
.
niaiiei iIIU1V 1111lost us novelty in me eyes 01 ine puo- r,..,.it,
,,,,i
,,;,,
'
r
lui
u....m,i. T iuuk nuiuu. Uer (iuds bifi 1lu, ,;ast g0odby and
j.o
women
is
a:
almost
lor
ai wiuuem
take a train for Oregon. Her parents
fact.
live there and there she intends to
The school is to open the last of make her home in the future. Herj
next month, with an enrollment of 1:13 husband's accusation that she drank
pupils. Ninety was the original limit excessively, that "too many highballs
of the school capacity, but. so many broke up his home" aroused her.
applicants have come to the Master Furthermore, she says reconciliation
KEDZIE'S DIAGNOSIS.
Builders Association, which is backing is impossible witli a man who was
B. B. Ownby went out in his K. M.
the scheme, it has decided to add more mean enough to have the water, gas
F. car last Monday to take a cattle stories to
the original plan in order to and electric lights in her Mount Verbuyer out to cut a herd near the accommodate 250.
Otherwise
the non home cut off, as she alleges he
FOR THE HUMANE SOCIETY.
with the Boy Scouts, and when near Brock ranch.
a
noon
about
Along
FChool would have been opened Octo-- did once when he left home.
A shivering bay horse was left out the
came
in
cowbo'
and ,ol(1 Harry Wal- ber 5
cemetery two of the lads mount-- !
"William Muncey,
years old, born
nil jiiKui nooKeu mi to niTenine" Jnnsr art a horse which they illiLll, alone lace- - Mr- 0wnby's Partner,
that hej . - ,
.
. . . . ..
a
in Babylon, and have lived hereabouts
.AliaUletOll.
architect
...
.
,
was
H.awai'(l.
Virinu- ....
nnH
tn
on
wanteH
en
oirto nf tlio onoa
Atr
nnt
thn wont
.
.
lvucu BnucK on ine iKinii witn a tiuirt
,.w
in.
When asked what w.is.aM ulvl1 engineer, will bi in charge. all my life." That was the substance
i.
neeleeterl Th hnma wua
narant.lv
r
..u..nc
uuioo
miu uolii ooys were;.,Ownby
tro,lble- the cowboy said he did He will be assited by eight men as- - of answers given by a voter who '('S- hitched to a buggy, which in some thrown off.ijiiunu
fell
Young Engelhart
on not know
n,uch aD0"t machines, but sistants, and the course, which covers istered on the last day at Babylon, N.
manner had straddled another hitch-- his arm. Wpki
ft
ne saw
wnal
lle thought the two years, will Include bricklaying Y. As he stepped aside, another man,
the!
was
The
m
at
horse
led to
and
,... a, .!uom
ing post.
,!id,ti
transmission had failed to transmit, plastering, carpentry, sttamheating, his duplicate in form and features,
,
stabble by Officer McDaniels at 2:30 7n"
i..
,,u.url ..c ain.tu pdn oi me; the differential was different, the
work, draughting and intimating stood before the registry board. He
o'clock in the morning, where the way tc
town, when a rig was met diator would not
radiant, the motor the cost of building construction.
said his name was James Muncey, and
owner may claim it. Roswell News.
l.tn-.nnlt-

l

usually the cause.
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lOfMus ind hoard, corner
Pa hire and Lineolu avenues.

arc under size under weight. Some grow
tall and thin, others arc backward in studies
pale and frail improper assimilation is
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Some Growing Children
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CT,
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jjljJJJffl ffllkv'iwP

turn-- t
before the horse had kicked him sev c,une Blu
n,. ilAlUU 111T111.t ,i IH ed the Ford car around and tied them
lllll'.
r.U-lv him
a...i
....i,,,, together with his rope and started
Fr...
.t.tllitlO- Hill
l.wi
iui tUU.lf,
till he could be operated upon in El IKtl IU II, Uimift in'
Paso.
Mrs. Roberts and son, Bob, with no trouble. Mr. Owir.iy sn.d !iej
the wildest ride he ever took in a
accompanied him to El Paso. We do had
not know how badly injured he was, motor car, trying to steer the machUiej
the same track of the:
except, that he had his collar bone and keep it in
broken and suffered internally. Las car that was pulling it. i.ordsburg ;j
Liberal.
Cruces Citizen.
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Black ridges drew the cloud and
broke the storm
RESERVES
Has breathed a race of mightier
jBE
.Township 21
mountaineers."
AVAILABLE.
SW
SK
OTHERS
"vfcSS9i
Time after time for many centuries
SW
SE
of Section 34, Towuship
the Turks have hurled army after
22 N., Range 1 W., New Mexico PrinTOTAL WAR STRENGTH
army against the Montenegrins without success.
cipal Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final proof, to estabIn 170:1, on the plains of Tsarvela:,
lish claim to the land above described,
CAME WITH BANANAS.
(he Montenegrins killed 20,000 Turk
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Comsoldiers; losing but ."00 men themJudge Newcomb is a firm advocate!
missioner, ut Cuba, New Mexico, on
selves.
of the
campaign and
the nth day of December, 1912.
In retaliation the sultan sent 120,0 )0
while sitting in his office one day this
O
MONTENEGRIN PEACE STRENGTH.
Claimant names as witnesses:
soldiers the next year and burned
week he noticed, what looked like aj
Ehudigen Gurule, of La Jara, New
"
every house in Montenegro, but had
on the window.
He im-RESERVES
Mexico; Hilario Lucero, of Cuba, New
to retire because the people fled to
mediately swatted it, and his attenMexico; ,T. ,1. Salazar, of Cuba, New
the mountain peaks and kept up their
tion was attracted by its peculiar ap-- j
Mexico; E. A. Miera, of Cuba, Nevv
on the Turks.
lire
WAR
5TRENGTH
He called Dr. Miliiken's
pearance.
Mexico.
1700 the Turks came again and
In
attention to it and that gentleman
MANUEL R. OTERO,
an army of 23,000 was annihilated by
it
a
pronounced
very poisonous bee
4000 Montenegrins.
Register.
that has its habitat in the Central
Peter I, "the headsman of MonteAmerican countries. The bee was
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
negro," erected tho grim "TurK s
probably imported here with a bunch
Notice is hereby given that Pablo
Tower," at Cettinje, on which he CHART SHOWING RELATIVE MILITARY. SIZE. OF. TURKEY. AND
of bananas. Silver City Enterprise,
Sanchez, of Kennedy, New Mexico,
piled Turkish skulls, as n warning
MONTENEGRO.
to the sultan.
who, on March 3, 1909, made HomeSERIOUS INJURY.
In 1S20 the Turks were again de- ee to bear arms; so are most of the worn in
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In 1S53 Montenegrins killed 4300 their infancy.
Injuries as the result of a scaffold
until the Turks are expelled from Township 13 North, Range 9 East, New
Mexico Principal Meridian, has filed
Turkish soldiers in a single day's batfalling while he was at work on the
In the Balkans you can tell a Mon- Europe.
new federal building Monday after-- j
forces tenegrin as far as you can see him,
notice of intention to make
tle, and drove the sultan's
final
noon. Another workman was on the
out once more.
erect bearing, the free swing
proof, to establish claim to the land
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above, described, before Register and
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Oct. 23. That there Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
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Niagara
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Montenegro
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facts that the state Kennedy, New Mexico.
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were
Gladstone once said, in the Britten
Next year the same prince, with
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war
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and all the
PIltire military strength against MenMontenegrins are Serbs, and their
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To say the least some of the town LITTLE MONTENEGRO,
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old,
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battle of Kossovo the Turks annihila- - Mang 2!) years manager for a local
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TennyEon wrote one of his finest willing to call the war off.
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rock throne
Montenegro has no standing army. v.crd Montenegro means, and there his death was caused by overdose
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maintained their independence.
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Montenegro is a standing army!
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Even if the Frost Did Come We Still Have

FLOWERS
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JEWELER
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HEADQUARTERS FOR
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IGH-GRADE
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Time Pieces That Are
Reliable !
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FEUD TRIAL DRAWS CROWD.
Winchester,
:.Ky., Oct. 25. SensaSi
EdEXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY Sfi tional testimony given by Mrs.
ward
Mrs.
and
Clifton
Gross
Callahan,
FOR HUSTLER.
Mrs. Ruth Callahan, in the hearing
X
FOR SALE. Only Drug Store X on the motion for bail for the fifteen
X in Taos County. The Valiey Bank, X defendants charged with the murder
X of former Sheriff Edward Callahan of
Taos, New Mexico.
X Breathitt County, brought a large
X crowd to the court room here today.

CLOCKS
HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED

OCCASIONALLY.

perfect draft ever
discovered is the patent Hot
Blast Down Draf tof the Wilson
Heater. The only draft that
secures perfect combustion and
prevents waste.
This draft is found only in the

RbEs&bh
HOT

BUST

Meatev

;

as FELT, VELOUR VELVET, Etc. Also carry fine
line of Stamped Articles
for Embroidery. .. .. ..

j

The air enters at the top, drives

the combustible gases into the
lire where they are burned
prevents the escape of heat up
the chimney doubles the heating power of the fuel.
Iu other words, only half the
amount of fuel used iu ordinary
heaters is necessary. The Wilsou
in
making perfect combustion possible and a fire can
t,

be held 36 hours.
We sell Wilson Hot Blast
for either wood or coal.

MISS A. MUGLER

Santa Fe Hardware

SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

&

Heat-er- a

Supply Co.
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R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

Phone Black 12.
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Pin-To-
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TRY IT NOW!

$1.50

post-card-

j
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Another Car of

Better Flour Made At Any Price

i

jceived at Fischer Drug Co.
FOR
IT'S LOOKING
A Boy Scout meeting will be held at
in the Scout rooms. Bus
7:30
Former Governor Miguel A. Otero,
Waterbury, Conn., Oct. 23. "Can iness:tonight
New
members, drum, new
national committeeman of the prog-- Governor Wilson get by with it?" was
and experiments.
plans
the
asked
rcssive party, received the following
question Governor Johnson
A
I
U Uauiuaprl
i w ri
hp .n "
- Raef Pnn.
telegram this morning from George an audience here today after he had' en"""""
'
V. Perkins:
declared the democratic candidate for!
Special Sale on Soap 25c cake fine
"This morning the New York AVorid, president assumed a
t
for 10c. Better still. 3 cakes for
soap
on
of
all
most
American
and
the
importa-iposition
Times, Press, Tribune
'
25c' Por sale at Tlle Capital Phar- all have articles to the effect that re- questions of the day.
"In this campaign," the governor macy.
publican campaign in this state has
Good Brooms, like Mother used to
suffered a severe setback and is prac said, "our democratic friends met us
use at GOEBELS.
tically a negligible quantity and that only half way on
FOUND A Kodak up the canon,
democrats are sorely worried over ion only half our platform They s.iy
progress the progressive movement they have plans for the solution ot owner may have same by proving his
has made in the city this week. Tiiis the tariff and trust problems but thay ownership and paying for this adver-- i
confirms our own information to the make no attempt to tell what they will; tisement, also tipping the honest wood
effect that there is a tremendousdo to further social and industrial hauler.
swing in our favor all through the justice."
Good saddle horse for sale cheap.
'
eastern states, the tide running strong
Cau
Mexican oftke.
in our favor"
SOLDIERS DID NOT FIRE.
Fresh today
Chocolates,
soj(j oj courae a(. book's pharmacy.
MARSHALL SCORES ROOSEVELT.!
Salem, Mass., Oct. 25. Testimony
Eight hundred pounds of potatoes
heard today in the superior court, try- - tc tne acre ig sai(1 to be tne fine
Centralia, Wash., Oct. 25. Governor jing J. J. Ettor, Arturo Giovannitti and showing made by Robert Harvey on
Thomas R. Marshall, of Indiana, de-- Joseph Caruso for the alleged mi'r-!li- s
Mr.
ranch, er; on the Pecos.
clared to his first Washington audi-- i der of Anna Ixipizzi during a riot in-- j Harvey is in the city today visiting
ence today that the democratic cam- ciaent to tne stnue ot tne iext!ie,js relatives here.
.Tanu-Mv How Thev Did Sell Those T.v- paign is a crusade to prevent the coin- mill workers at Lawrence last
was to establish the prosecution's man Hall 10c
ary,
the
at
of
American
characters
cigars for be. A 10c
age
contention that the shots fired at th it
rate of If; souls to one dollar.
for ;c Saturday and bunday
cigar
"It is not money that I am fighting, time were not discharged by members only, at The Capital Pharmacy.
ilhi;t tlin sprtKA nf irrpRnnnfiihilil v nf of the state militia who had been c
High class vaudeville and pictures
to
led
out
Order.
Preserve
vir.e
.
lh dollnr" said the dpmneratie
at the Elks' tonight.
Officers of the national guard testi
Pin Ton Chocolates
Arrived
Just
presidential candidate, "and in this fied that while the men were
armed
Zook's Pharconnection I want you to remember with rifles and
some carried re- distinctive and deicious.
that
""""' " " yoivers, none of them fired upon tne macy.
Filled with hard cider energy, three
a trust incubator without an addled
carloads of apples went on a "jag" at
(i o'clock this morning as the D. & R.
egg in the machine.'
RESERVE ARMY
Gtrain from Antonito pulled into the
WANTsJ
IS WHAT WOOD
MRS. THOMAS GETS DIVORCE.
depot here and every one of the three
Los Angeles, Cal., Oct. 25. Major cars toppled over. No rails were
New York, Oct. 25. Justice Geig no bad ties,
erich, in the supreme court today, General Leonard Wood, chief of staff broken and as there were
is a mys- signed a final decree of divorce in ot tne united btates army, speaking the cause of the derailment
favor of Mrs. Lina Lee Thomas, todav at a luncheon in his honor,
that !t waa his idea to have an
her husband, E. R. Thomas, clare(1
!
banker and sportsman. Xi alimony nrmv in rpaprvp mnr wnmri nnmiior
To do this, he said,
was asked. Mrs. Thomas is authorized about 600,000.
to resume her maiden name and he preferred a short term of enlistAnother large assortment
Thomas is forbidden to marry again ment for regulars, then retirement on
small pay as a reserve.
in this state.
latest shapes in Hats, such
T.
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"Empress Flour"
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post-card-
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And Consequently More Work In The Fields
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THEIR MOUTHS

Just Received

while they last.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent.
The finest rooms In the city, having
10c;
the
name,
Hall,
Lyman
forget
ail Modern
conveniences, including
cigar for a nickle, Saturday and Sun-- j electric light, steam heat and
baths.
day, at The Capital Pharmacy.
The European Hotel, centrally loCity Marshal Gomez has received aj cated. State Progressive Headquartletter from B. Shropshire, who signs, ers In the hotel.
himself as "circulation
manager ufj Just received a new line of blaclt
the Westerner (not Westerner) maga-- j and white local views
of
zine," asking the whereabouts
Fischer Drug Co.
"three young ladies posing as repre-- '
If it's Re&i Estate Hayward has it.
and
this
stating
magazine,"
scnting
Colorado potatoes, the kind that will
that he will take the uext train and
ceme down here to prosecute them for cook up nice and mealy and have a
alleged fraud if he can get their ad-- i flavor as smooth as butter, that is the
dresses. Santa Fe Is so frequently: kind that Kaune has just unloaded a
visited by subscription "artists" thit car of and the kind that you should
It is sometimes difficult to keep
upj put in the cellar at once. You cannot
.with them.
always get them, no matter what you
The real snappy clothing of the want to pay, they are not to be had.
day are the Hart, Shaffner and Marx
CONEY ISLAND ON FIRE.
lines. They always do set the pace
New York, Oct. 25. Coney Island
and you can always spot the man that was saved from a serious
conflagrawears them. The style is unsurpass- tion
today by the prompt work of the
ed, the quality of the fabrics unequal-eisuand firemen assisted by apparatus
and the fit, well Nathan Salmon from
Brooklyn. One hotel and several
fakes care of that.
bath houses on the ocean front were
'Those
electric
irons at destroyed. The loss is estimated at
$5.00
Sparks Electric Co.' will sell for $4.50 $50,000.
30 Minutes in Havana for 5c. Don't

j

WILL DO

25, 1912.

tery.
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YOUR HARVEST HANDS

So Would Most Any One Else

FRIDAY, OCTOBER
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2
with liniments, blistering the affected parts, the application re-of V
THE wp?t
aro
in
Titers
usually helpful
other mean;) of external treatment,
N.
Santa
X
Oct.
not
M.,
does
Fe,
But
such
t.eatiuent
pain, and ache, of Rheumatism.
it does not reach its source. Rheumatism - S forecast for New Mexico is fair X
pet rid of the disease, because acid
in the biood. This acid acts as an irri- V tonight and Saturday with not X
uric
of
excess
an
comes from
.much change of temperature.
X
the inflammation
and
muscles
joints, aud produces
...v tiprvpii
,.c t.n.
wui t ti,o
i :4.:ut u.
and swelling, and snarp cuumg puna tuwiun
When the blood is overburdened with uric acid
IN TELEPHONING
tliinner and noorer in nourishing quali- The New Mexican, ir your business
Then Rheumatism becomes chronic and
ties.
not or.ly a painful but a dangerous disease. You 's about advertising, subscriptions or
can get rid of Rheumatism by purifying the blood job work, please call up "31 W." If
with S. S. S. This vegetable remedy goes into the you wish to speak to the editor or give
circulation, neutralizes and removes the uric acid, any news, please phone "31 J."
and by building up the thin, sour blood, safely and
The Sweetest Story Ever Told Pin
surely cures the disease. S. S. S. makes rich,
Ton Chocolates. Zook sells them.
nourishing blood, which quiets excited nerves,
nses the oainful muscles and ioints and filters out
See the Manufacture of paper at
narticle of irritating uric acid from the system. Book on Rheuma- the Elks' tonight.
CA.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO. ATLANTA,
free.
local
most
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